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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the experiences gained in the 
implementation et the Just In lime (JIT) philosophy at 
a South African factory.

The initial chapters discuss the deteriorating 
productivity performance of the South African 
Manufacturing Industry against their major overseas 
trading competitors, and the hypothesis is given that 
the use of the JIT philosophy could be of major 
benefit in halting, and perhaps reversing this trend. 
The basic principles of the JIT philosophy are 
summarised and compared with the traditional approach.

The main 'portion of this paper describes the actual 
approach taken in a specific JIT implementation.
This is done from the broad conceptual considerations, 
through the development of general criteria, to the 
detailed analysis of specific problems and eventual 
implementation.

A "before-and-after* evaluation 
achieved Is undertaken, and also 
■classical* jit requirements as 
American authorities in this field.

of the results 
compared with the
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INTRODUCTION

The writer of this report is the Director of 
Manufacturing, Planning and Development of GBC South 
Africa, and is a Director of all the operating 
subsidiaries of this Company.

Prior to his present position the writer was Managing 
Director of a Group of Companies within SBC Sooth 
Africa, namely Transformers, Medium Voltage 
Switchgear, low Voltage Distribution, Cables, 
Measurements and Projects

During the first half of 1964 it was recognised by the 
Board of GBC South Africa that a number of strategic 
moves would have to take place in the organisation in 
order to offset the very difficult times manufacturers 
were having and to be able to plan for future 
potential and growth. '

Amongst other cts the follow ided upon:

Management restructuring of the Group of Companies 
within GBC South Africa would include the appointment 
of a Director of Manufacturing who would be given the 
responsibility of ensuring that the Strengths of the 
various manufacturing operations would be enhanced. 
This was of prime importance as it was recognised that 
more and more of GEC's manufacturing operations were 
coming under severe threat from importers. The writer 
wag appointed to this position.

further hat the writer, i 
te his efforts a 
subsidiary of

mg#



INTRODUCTION

The writer of this report is the Director of 
Manufacturing, Planning and Development of SBC South 
Africa, and is a Director of all the operating 
subsidiaries of this Company.

Prior to his present position the writer was Managing 
Director of a Group of Companies within GBC Sooth 
Africa, namely Transformers, Medium Voltage 
Switchgear, Low Voltage Distribution, Cables, 
Measurements and Projects

During the first half of 1984 it was recognised by the 
Board of GEC South Africa that a number of strategic 
moves would have to take place in the organisation in 
order to offset the very difficult times manufacturers 
were having and to be able to plan for future 
potential and growth. ‘

Amongst other aspects the following were decided upon:

Management restructuring of the Group of Companies 
within GEC South Africa would include the appointment 
of a Director of Manufacturing who would be given the 
responsibility of ensuring that the Strengths of the 
various manufacturing operations would be enhanced. 
This was of prime importance as it was recognised that 
more and more of GEC's manufacturing operations were 
coming under severe threat from importers. The writer 
wag appointed to this position.

It was further decided that the writer, in the first 

Machines, a manufacturing subsidiary of GBC South



PRODUCTIVITY IK SOUTH AFRICA

2.1 General Discussion

South Africa's Improvement in productivity has fallen 
way behind that of its major trading competitors.

TABLE A1 shows that not only is South Africa's output 
per capita very low in comparison to its major 
competitors, but the average annual rate of growth in 
output per capita in the South African economy is also 
way behind.

As dismal as is the labour productivity figures, what 
is as alarming is the reduction in improvement in 
Fixed Capital productivity. Table A2 shows the rate 
of improvement in Labour Productivity in the non 
agricultural sectors of the economy. Improvements 
hers in the period 1972 - 1982 is 'some 1,2% per
annum. Equivalent figures for Capital Productivity 
show a decrease in productivity rates of some 2,3% per

Table A3 gives comparable figures for the 
manufacturing industry, and labour productivity 
improvements amount to some 2,4% p6r annum, whilst 
Capital Productivity has fallen by 2,1% per annum; 
this despite the fact that plant capacity utilization 
percentages showed no significant change in the years 
1972 and 1982 167,5% and 87,6% respectively.)

The above has in no small way contributed to the very 
high rates of inflation inherent in the country.

Industrialists are net blameless. The net result is 
that high inflation, coupled with low productivity is 
increasingly affecting the South African



manufacturer's ability to compete with international 
manufacturers in South Africa, never mind in exports. 
These trends, coupled with high birth rates, are a 
recipe for disaster.

The current recession has certainly brought this home 
to South African manufacturers, and those who do not 
respond to the challenge are likely to go out of 
business in the next ooupie of years.

2.2 Areas of concern

Areas of particular concern in South African 
manufacturing are:

Indifferent service 
Indifferent delivery service 
Indifferent quality
Slow reaction to changing circumstances 
•High prices
Expectation of Inflation '
Monopolistic and oligopolistic base material

Lack of adequate skills at all levels 
Lack of adequate education at all levels 
Small volume production |
High variety

These are not new features, and indeed there have been 
improvements over the years. However, the world is 
getting smaller and we are no longer being judged on 
South African terms, but against international 
standards and some of these are very high indeed.

Previously the company that performed better than its 
local competitor in the above factors, was the more 
successful one. However, very few South African



manufacturers compare favourably vith overseas 
manufacturers - and the gap in our performance versus 
the overseas manufacturers widens, increasingly to our 
detriment.

2.3, Productivity improvement Projects

In general, South African managers are aware of these 
problems and trends and most, if not all, are actively 
pursuing various cost reduction end productivity
improvement projects. Typical of these could be the
following:

- work/method study - computerisation
- value engineering - incentive schemes
- more economical batch - commission schemes

- better labour/machine 
utilisation

- more inspectors ^
- C.A. systems
- factory layouts
- better handling
- more productive capital equipment, and so on.

Unfortunately, priorities are difficult to assess. In 
South African factories there are' normally more 
projects than competent and trained people. In any 
event, day to day fire fighting always takes 
precedence over long term planning. Furthermore, so 
many projects are carried out in isolation to others 
that optimum benefit la seldom realised.

In the view of the writer the Japanese developed 
philosophy of Just- In-Time zero inventory, is the 
most effective way yet developed of assisting in the 
cost reduction drive.



MANUFACTURING APPROACH

In general, the typical South African approach to 
manufacturing varies markedly from that of the 
Japanese. For the purpose of discussion this chapter 
itemises the typical (perhaps extreme?) view for each 
two countries. These listings have no scientific 
basis, but are gleaned from, in the case of the South 
African approach, the writer's own experience in the 
manufacturing industry, and in the case of the 
Japanese, from general impressions gained in readings 
(particularly references 3, 4 and 5).

Ho doubt there are South African manufacturers who 
would be more fairly described as a typical Japanese 
manufacturer, and some Japanese manufacturers who 
should really be in the Sc-th African listing.

Be that as it may, the view given by the writer is 
subjective and emotive without apology and is merely 
an attempt to indicate that the emphasis on approach 
between South African and Japanese is significantly

3.1 Typical South African Approach

The South African approach could perhaps be described 
as follows (reference 13).

1. Keep machine tools working - amortisation
costs are high.

2. , Keep direct labour working, it is a crime to
have idle direct labour.

3. Maintain machines only when necessary,
preventative maintenance is too expensive.

4. Set up costs are not very high - why waste
good Industrial Engineering time and effort 
on what is really only a small percentage of



direct labour substantially
Keep defective and re-wor* costs down. Employ

make sure extra stocks are available to cater 
for disaster.
South African labour is bad - so the jobs are 
broken down to the smallest elements, and the 
labour kept doing the same job day in and day 
out. In any event take people on when they 
are needed and lay them off when they are not 
This also saves in training costs for the 
untralnable.
South African foremen are not competent - 
employ them as progress chasers.
South African suppliers are the worlds worst 

in delivery performance as well as 
quality; therefore have high raw material 
stocks, plenty of progress chasers, and goods 
•inwards inspectors
Buy for price - feel no compunction about 
changing suppliers if a better deal can be 
obtained elsewhere. Treat suppliers as 
adversaries, do not develop good working 
relationships with them, they will only take 
advantage.
Delivery promises are honoured more in the 
breach than in the observance,'
Quality is indifferent - customers are not 
willing to pay extra for good quality.
Organise work shops in job-shop format. It 
is too expensive to have dedicated lines, or 
too complicated to look at Group Technology. 
Layout workshops with wide gang ways and 
plenty of room between machines for Work in 
Progress queues



Typical Japanese

Japanese approach is somewhat different.

They keep machines and labour working, but 
consider that there is no point in doing so 
purely for good utilisation - all one is 
doing is making inventory, and if it is not 
for immediate sale, why do it?
Preventative maintenance is obJigatory - 
operatives are also utilised for routine 
maintenance and service.
Set up costo are a prime cause of high 
inventory - time and effort spent here will 
pay handsomely in reduced inventory and 
Improved flexibility.
Defects and re-work costs should be zero - in 
any event calculated in parte per million, 
.not parts per hundred.
duality is the responsibility' of the shop 
supervision and the operatives. The Quality 
Control personnel are there to assist in this 
regard; carry out audits; do trouble shooting

Labour and supervision are only as good as 
their management. Training and education are 
excellent investments.
Suppliers are only as good as their
customers. Long term relationships are 
developed with suppliers, encouragement and 
assistanco are given to them to develop
Just-In-Time schemes; carry out proper
Quality Control procedures; gain mutual
loyalty and interdependence.
Shops are laid out in Group Technology format
- cells evo U shape formation, and all to be 
used to complete a full component or



3 machine 
Group Te

close togethe
possible. Little space is allowed for Work " 4

one machine, and loaded directly into the

11. Delivery premises ere sacrosant.
12. It is cheaper to produce good quality goods

than indifferent quality goods. •

Many Japanese factories have formalised this approach 
into the Just-in-Tima philosophy.

3.3 Typical American Approach
(Compared with Japanese)

Walt Goddard (Reference 2) compares the Toyota' 
Kanban (sic) philosophy with that of •• typical Unite

a



Factors Itoyota's tentem
A liability. Every effort ta

Bmedlate needs oily. A mlnlnum r̂ lenistmmt quantity is desired for toth nanufacturea and purchased parts.
Make them insignificant, tois requires either extranely rapid changeover to minimise the impact on production, or the availability of extra ttadiines alrsady sett up. Past changeoviir permits snail lot sizes to be practical, and aHews a wide variety of parts to be made frequently.

CD-Workers. they're part of the team. Hiltiple deliveries for all active itens are expected daily. The van3or takes care of the needs of the custaner and the custmar treats the vendor as

ttichine hreak&Mns

Kê > than short, this simplifies the job of marketing, purchasing and manufacturing as it reduces the need for expediting.
Manageent by consensus. Changes are not made until coisonsus is readied, whether 01 not a bit of am twisting is involved. the vital, ingredient of "cwnership* is achieved.



ersaries. Hiltiple sources are t e, and it's typical to play than against eadi other.

installed



JUST-IN-TIME PHILOSOPHY

In essence, it is the writer's view that the 
philosophy provides the hypothesis that "in order to 
improve productivity, waste must be eliminated, that

to reduce waste and thus improve productivity the 
total elimination of idle Inventory must be striven 
lot". The traditional manufacturing hypothesis is 
the converse of this. Perhaps it can be stated in the 
following way "inventory Is required in order to 
minimise the effects of uncontrollable events in the 
manufacturing environment such as machine breakdowns, 
absenteeism, reject work, fluctuating deliveries, late 
suppliers, queues, uneconomic small batches and so

Robert Holl (refer 3) describes the ideal of stockless 
production as t

"Eliminating waste of time. Nothing sits. 
Eliminating waste of energy. Operate equipment 
only for a productive purpose. (
Eliminating waste of material. Convert all of it 
to a product.
Eliminating waste of errors. No rework." 
and this is achieved by:
"Producing exactly what is needed and conveying it 
tc where it is needed precisely when it 

, is required.



production system as :
"to maintain a continuous flow of products in 
factories in order to flexibly adapt to demand
changes. The realisation of such production flow Is
called Just-In-Time production at Toyota, which means 
producing only necessary items in a necessary quantity 
at a necessary time. As a result, the excess
inventories and the excess work force will be
naturally diminished, thereby achieving the purposes 
of increased productivity and cost reduction".

Richard J Schonberger (Refer 5) describes the Japanese 
approach as:

"the Japanese cut the wasted hours and wasted 
materials by not allowing large lots of defectives to 
be produced, 'The main force that drives Japanese 
quality and productivity is Just-in-Time inventory

Compare this with the following quotation from

"The typical Western way, by contrast, is .to make 
parts in large lots - a whole forklift, truck load - 
two weeks worth, maybe. The second worker might find 
10 per cent to be defective, but ho doesn't care. He 
just tosses a defective part into a scrap or rework 
bin and grabs another. There are enough good ones to 
keep him busy, so why complain about defectives?"

Implicit in the J.l.T. philosophy is the further 
hypothesis that (Reference 61 "there are only two 
types of activities or events that can take place in 
any environment:





INVENTORIES

But., why should inventory be blamed for being the major 
cause of waste?

The traditional hypothesis, as discussed in Chapter 3 
and 4 largely answers this question. Inventory is 
supposed to assist in the orderly management process - 
this it does, but in the meantime it not only causes 
major costs, but certainly disguises or hides other 
major costs.

What costs does inventory cause or directly contribute

cost o£ capital (interest)
excessive floor space
excessive warehousing, plus allied costs
damage - the more the inventory lying around, the
greater the risk of damage
handling, inventory must be fetched and carried
housekeeping
obsolescence
slow reaction to engineering changes 
stock deterioration

What costs does inventory disguise or hide?

rejects and rework ■ 
inventory control 
lack ot control



i

*
shortages
inacourate forecasting 

These various aspects will all be covered in detail 

5.2 Types of Inventory

Generally speaking 
inventory holding ir

Modified compc 
Finished goods

bought

shined components, t 
semblieS and bought



Manufacturing load times can be defined as the time 
required fijm goods inwards to despatch - many costly 
decisions are made on this leaf time, which is 
frequently considered to be fixed or given.

Warwick Johnson (Reference 7) gives a pictorial 
description of what he refers to as the ‘real 
components of lead time*, and compares the traditional 
concept of lead time with that of the 5.1.$. concept. 
Figure 5. 1 shows this

THE HEAL COMPONENTS OF LEAD TIMS



The Ideal J.l.T. production system gives 13 added 
value units during 13 time units.

If the J.l.T. hypothesis is correct - "that Inventory 
adds cost" - and that the amount of inventory is a 
Exmotion ot manufacturing lead time, it can safely be 
said that the costs due to inventory are as 13:75 in 
favour of the J.l.T. system (for this example).

5.4 Warehousing Coats

Obviously warehousing is required for the material,
component and finished goods stock. Costs associated
with warehousing are:

1. Floor space and associated costa - lighting, 
heating

2. Security
3. Racking
4. Mechanical handling - in and out plus delivery

to point of use ,
5. Controls - includes record keeping, stock 

checks, requisitions, delivery notes

7. Risk or redundancy or obsolescence
8. Risk of damage or deterioration
9. Access



Work in Progress Costs

For work in progress inventory, costs associated ere:

1. Floor space between operations to hold Work
in Progress

2. Gangways to move work in Progress from 
operation to opeeetion in the batch node

3. Mechanical handling
4. Risks or redundancy
5. Risks of damage
6. Time lost by operator fetching components for

next operation, and then taking it to
subsequent one

7. Inaccessibility of components
8. Increased risk or reject or rework, 

particularly serious the later down the chain 
of operations the reject is effected or 
discovered

9. Cost of lights, heating *
10. Control costs - paperwork etc

3.6 Other Inventory coots

Other costs are:

1. Cost of financing the idle inventory -
particularly pertinent in South Africa today.

2. Laok of flexibility.
3. General slackness - if lead times are long

and buffer stocks high, attention to detail 
is blurred.



QUALITY

It would be as well to consider In a little more 
detail the quality costs inherent in the traditional 
manufacturing operation versus tha J.l.T. approach.

6.1 Quality Coats - Traditional view

Too often, costs of que-ity ere considered in a very 
rigid and prescribed way, and this can invariably lead 
to an incorrect appreciation of the real costs of bad 
quality - invariably understated.

Costs of quality are usually calculated as (if indeed 
they are calculated at all).

a). Costs of the quality control department
inspectors

Q.A. personnel.

b). Direct costs of actual defective work and 
replacement or rawer*.

material 
direct labour
and perhaps some of the overhead costs 
associated with these.

However, it is now commonly accepted that these costs 
as calculated are perhaps only the tip of the iceberg.



Quality Hanageoer

Srid attempts to define C 
His grid takes the for 

t completion, the reepondee 
astablish the approximate st 
>E maturity) in hie Or̂ anis 
;es of maturity, from oncezt

through awakening, 
ultimately certainty.

(4epeading on their 
this with what the;

Description Reported 
Uncertainty Unkne
Awakening 3«
Enlightenment 61

QUALITY COMPARED

African

South Afi t factory would 
ring/production 
and stage ill; i. 
snllghtened.



This company would have a Quality Assurance 
Department, with reasonable status, and would believe 
that it calculates its costs ot detection and rework 
correctly and accurately.

Certainly it knows its Quality Department's costs, and 
it., will measure the direct costs of defect work 
reasonably accurately - materials and direct labour 
(plus some overheads, normally those directly 
associated with the direct labour involved in making 
the defect, or those doing the rework) - Total C.O.Q. 
then as calculated is 6%.

However, according to Crosby (and doing a bit of 
extrapolation) actual cost o£ Quality is probably 
closer to 151 of sales, why the discrepancy)

In order to establish this, one must look at the costs
not included in the C.O.Q. calculation - and these can
be substantial - according to Crosby as high as 91 of
sales more than is thought - or 2.1/2 times as much as 
is believed!

6.4 Quality Costs - Realistic View

The probable reason why Quality Costs are not 
accurately calculated is largely due to the difficulty 
of accurately and with reasonable integrity attaching 
numbers to the real costs of bad quality.
Unfortunately these costs form the major element of 
Total Costs of Quality. Tha tallowing lists items o£ 
quality costs which are seldom, if ever, included in 
the evaluation of quality.(The writer's view).



Obsolescence. The annual provisions put asi.de 
for possible redundancy (and Invariably 
exceeded). These are very definitely costs 
of quality.

Slow moving stock - the special offers made

goods. Not to mention the storage space 
required or costs due to upsets in stable 
prlc'.ng arrangements.

It is part of traditional thinking to assume 
that some defective work will always be made, 
so batch sizes are Increased to cope with any 
shortfall In an order completed due to 
rejects. The costs given earlier in this 
regard to surplus Inventory are definitely 
costs of quality In this regard.

Disruption caused in the manufacturing system 
when a batch is found faulty, or made faulty 
at a very late stage of completion'. Such as 
just prior to assembly, when it has taken 
many weeks to get the batch there, and now In 
order to meet commitment, it will have to be 
hurried through re-work, to the detriment of 
all other jobs in process; some perhaps with 
equally high priority.

Tho amount of time and effort spent by all 
supervisors, management and support staff in 
handling crises caused by reject work. These 
people could be better employed In using their 
time to make money for the company, not 
attempting to minimise the costs of rejects. 
Alternatively, if defective work Is non 
existent, the number of the above categories 
of personnel could be substantially reduced.



- due to Inability to deliver on tine
- due to low quality
- inability to change quickly in changing 
conditions

- reluctance to modify against established 
standards.

g). Penalty payments - due to late delivery, or 
incorrect specification. These costs are 
seldom. If ever charged to cost of quality.

h). Extra inventory due to late delivery - never 
charged to C.O.Q.

il. Lost production or disruption caused by
machine breakdowns due to lack of 
preventative maintenance.

j). Costs caused by accidents. 1

Furthermore, there are also vast areas of defective 
costs that no one makes an attempt to get to - those 
in the administration areas.

As mentioned previously, implicit ■ in the JIT
philosophy is the hypothesis that there are only two
events or activities that can take place:

- those that add value
- those that add costs.



If this hypothesis was tested throughout the 
organisation, and not only in the manufacturing 
environment, it will be easy to arrive at other major 
areas of avoidable costs:

- credit notes passed
- use of long distance telephones instead of 

telex or letter
- memos typsd instead of handwritten
- correction of incorrect drawings
- attending to irate customers, instead of 

selling to willing buyers.

6.5 Conclusion

There is no doubt that a single minded approach to the 
adoption of the JIT philosophy by South African

regarding good quality and the minimization of quality



SOOTH AFRICAN MANUFACTURERS VERSUS 
IMPORTERS

7.1 Introduction

Perhaps it is aa well to summarise the preceding 
chapters, and attempt to establish a strategy to be 
adopted by South African manufacturers facing import 
competition. For clarification, local manufacturer 
versus importer, is used purely for comparative 
purposes. The lessons learnt could be equally valid 
for internal competitors or for export of manufactured

Chapter 2 discusses the general state of productivity 
and productivity Improvement within the South African 
economy. Some comparison is also carried out
regarding overseas trade competitors. , The general 
conclusion is that South African productivity rates of 
improvement are increasing at a lower rate than major 
trading partners, and that this Is compounded by the 
faot that they are off lower bases.

Chapter 3 compares the typical Sputh African
manufacturing approach to that of the Japanese, to the 
detriment of the South African. ' The chapter's
conclusion is that the philosophy of production known 
as Just-in-Time, used in part, or substantially by 
many Japanese manufacturers, oould be a reason for the 
differences.

Chapter 4 attempts to define the Just-In-Time
philosophy in general terms and reaches the conclusion 
that high inventory is the main cause of low
productivity and that in order for productivity to be 
improved, inventory must be reduced.



The chapter concludes further that quality and 
productivity are significantly one anti the seme thing.

Chapter 5 lists the areas of waste inherent in 
inventory holding.

Chapter 6 discusses the coats of quality, and arrives 
at . the conclusion that the typical South African 
manufacturers quality costa could be 2 - 3 times what 
it is thought to be.

7.2 Competitive Strategy

According to Michael Porter (Reference 9), there are 
three general atrategic paths that a company can take 
to out perform other firms in that Industry:

- overall cost leadership
- differentiation

He maintains that sometimes, but rarely, cats a firm 
pursue more than one of these approaches as its 
primary target.



Overall Cost Leadership

shows (according to porter) the implies 
t Leadership strategic thrusts

Coamonlv Kequi

Requirements

- Sustained capital invest- - Tight cost control 
ment and access to

- Process engineering skills - Frequent detailed 
intense supervision of control reports

- Products designed for - Structured organi 
ease in manufacture sation and

responsibility
- Incentives based 
on meeting strict 
quantity targets.

P COST LEADERSHIP STRATEGY

Table 7.2 shows (Porter) the implications of the 
Differentiation Strategic Thrust.



- Strong marketing ability

- product Engineering
- Creative flow.
- Strong capability in 
basic research

- Corporate reputation 
for quality ok techno 
logical leadership.

amongst functions 
BSD., product 
development, and 
marketing.

Subjective measure 
ment and incentives 
instead of 
quantitive measuring

Amenities to attract 
highly skilled 
labour,'scientists 
or creative people

!• THE DIFFERENTIATION STRATEGY

The focussed strategy is any one of the above
policies, but directed at a particular strategic 
market.



Repaired Strategy

For the purposes of this report, it will be asaamed 
that the hypothetical company under investigatiion 
will be concentrating on the focussed strategy in the 
cost leadership mode. This means that this Company 
will focus on the South African market, but will be 
competing, not only with local manufacturers, but also 
importers. Furthermore, this chapter will attempt, in
a subjective way, to demonstrate that the judicious 
use of the Just-In-Time philosophy will assist in the 
profitable realisation of the chosen strategy.

7.7 Comparison - Local versus Importers

Overseas manufacturers hove major advantages over 
South Africans - many o£ these advantages are 
assailable, some are not. However South African 
manufacturers have advantages over imports - some of 
which cannot be attacked by importers - or if so, with 
difficulty. The following paragraphs discuss the 
apparent disability of the South African versus the 
Importer, but most of these ' disabilities can be 
overcome by the judicious use of JIT philosophy for 
the total company.

Table 7.3 gives a hypothetical comparison between the 
financial performance of an overseas manufacturer 
importing to South Africa against a South African 
manufacturer servicing the South African market.



Importer

Material Costs 
Direct labour

Those costs can be reseated os follows

Material costs 33,0 36,0 3,0
Direct Labour 5,0 10,0 5,0
Overheads 9,5 20,0 10,5
Quality___________ 2̂ 5_______ IŜ O______ 12,5____
Cost ex factory 50,0 61,0______ 31,0 62ft
Duty 15,0 - (15,0)
Transport_________ 7*5_______ 2*5______ ( 5,0)
Landed Cost 72,5 83,5 11,0 15,2%
Selling Costs 13,0 13,0
Interest on
Finished goods /
stock_____________3JS________ 3|S______ 11,0 12.4*
TOTAL COST 69.0 100.0______ 11,0 12.4%

TABLE 7.3 "
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE SOUTH AFRICAN 

VERSUS IMPORTER

From this table it can be setn that the Importer's 
costs, with the exception oi Import Duty and 
Transport, are always the equal or better then the 
South African. It can also be seen that if Import 
Duty was not payable, the South African total costs 
would be 15 units worse than represented above. This 
would give a total cost penalty to the South African 
of 26 units or 25% worse than the Importer.



w Material Costs

of great advantage t

Access to world producers and the competitive 
edge thus gained by the purchaser. South 
African manufacturers are subjected to 
greater monopolistic and oligopolistic 
raw material producers. indeed very often 
South Africans directly subsidise exports of 
raw materials by paying export levies. Kt 
the very best purchases are at so called 
International Market levels (London Metal 
Exchange), but gain no benefit for transport 
costs, for locally mined minerals. (Copper is 
a specific case in this regard).

Volume purchasing should always give cost 
benefits. The larger the purchase the lower 
the price.

ft better material

There is reason to believe that the local 
raw material, suppliers quality costs are any 
better than the machinist and assembler. If 
all manufacturing in South Africa wnre able 
to reduce scrap rates to those of overseas 
manufacturers, there is no doubt that raw 
material prices could benefit.

4

i

Closer contact with a supplier can bring 
mutual benefit. This is one of the side 
benefits of JIT - see Table 3.1.



Labour productivity 
far greater than S 
this quite clearly.

Industrialised 
leas'. Table A3

Greater education as 
Better motivation; 
More mechanical and

Howeverr none of these advantages are unassailable. 
Indeed there is one major South African advantage, and 
that Is comparably low pay levels - and this for all 
classes of labaur; unskilled to highly skilled. The 
other advantage is that improvement from a very low 
base is almost inevitable.

Table 7.4 shows compatible hourly wage rates for steel 
workers in various countries (Reference 10).

United

TABLE 7.4
HOURLY EMPLOYMENT COSTS (INCLUDING BENEFITS) 
FOR THE STEEL INDUSTRY 1962 FIRST 9 MONTHS



However, American steel workers are abnormally highly 
paid, and it would appear that the average wage rates 
for all U.S. manufacturers was 60% of the above 
figure, namely some B29,00 per hour (extrapolated from
reference 10.),

South Afiican 
these. Hourly 
benefits) are

R2,89 - Lowest paid production workers 
R9,60 - Average Artisan 
R4,83 - Average of all grades

wage rates are substantially lower than 
rates as at Auyust 1965 (including 
as in Table 7.5 (source RBC South

AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT COSTS INCLUDING BENEFITS 
FOR THE SOOTH AFRICAN ELECTRICAL MANUFftCTPRERS 

INDUSTRY- AUGUST 1965

- people productivity is low (Table Al)
- costs of fixed capital high, due largely to 
lowering productivity of capital (Table A3)

- control costs are generally high, with low 
returns. It is the writer's view that 
South African industry attempts to replace 
general factory productivity by excessive

cooWol, and does not; eucceed.



The net effect is that coats increase with 
negative benefit factors.

(b) overhead absorption due to volume is a
difficult advantage to counter. However, 
Biwood Buffa (Reference 10) demonstrates 
quite clearly that economies of scale change 
in step functions, and that the secret is to 
operate at close to capacity as possible. An 
organisation Is at its most vulnerable just 
after a quantum capacity upgrading.

7.7.4 Quality Costs

Overseas advantages here are vast, and the difference 
in costs between a South African manufacturer and its 
import competition could be as much as 10 - 20% of

Philip Crosby (Reference 8) states that total costs of 
quality vary from a low of 2.5% to greater than 20% 
(of sales), depending on the Quality Management 
Maturity of a firm. The writer believes that it could 
be reasonably safe to assume that large scale 
importers are on the lower end of the scale, whereas 
the average South African manufacturer tends towards 
the upper.

Crosby maintains that “Quality is Free*. He further
states "no other action a manager can take will 
generate improved operations, increased profits, and 
reduced costs so quickly with so little effort*.

The main benefit of Just-In-Time is the elimination of 
waste through inventory reduction.



If Quality costs aca considered to be waste, (and they 
are), a reduction of Quality costs from 15% to 2,5% of 
sales is enough to change a struggling company into a 
powerful one. It can be seen from the hypothetical 
model (see Table 7.3) that a reduction of quality 
costs of this nature, will place the local
manufacturer costs some 1,5 units lower than the 
importer.

A further factor to bear in mind is that many overseas 
manufacturers are calculating reject rates in parts 
per million, not parts per hundred as is the case in 
South Africa (Kefe-v.ice 5). The psychological impact 
of this approach is unbelievable. The fraction one

one hundredth. To be able to plot meaningful 
information using both scales would not be possible on 
a linear graph (unless it was some 1 000 metres longI)

7.7.5 Import Duty

Host goods manufactured in South Africa are protected 
by duty. The authorities have always been, and still 
are sympathetic to local manufacturing; however their 
patience has "worn thin*. Up until .recently duty 
protection has largely been translated into corporate 
profits - very little of it into sowing for future 
harvesting, particularly high level education and 
training. The fact is duty is there, and the normal 
rates of between 20% and 30% on F.O.B. value should be 
sufficient to protect most manufacturers against the 
one single item outside of the local manufacturers 
immediate control - namely volume. Paragraph 7.7.10 
discusses this statement more fully.



7.7.6 Transport Costs

This (ana duty) is the one disadvantage that an 
Importer suffers in relation to the South African 
manufacturer. Shipping costs are expensive, not only 
in the movement of the goods, but also the paperwork, 
the packing, identification and so on.

7.7.7 Selling Costs

Superficially there does not appear to be any basic 
advantage or disadvantage for a local or an Importer. 
However, • frequently the local manufacturer has the 
advantage of market share (in South African markets) 
and he should be able to take advantage of it. 
Economy of scale apply equally to selling costs as 
they do to manufacturing costs.

7.7.8 Finished Goods Stock

South Africa should have the advantage here, given 
that all investment in South Africa is subject to 
similar rates of interest. The Soyth Africans' 
greatest advantage should, of course, be the shorter 
or smaller pipeline from factory to customer. To ship 
from Johannesburg to Durban should be many weeks less 
than from Tokyo to Johannesburg, (followed by further 
redistribution throughout the country). This should 
mean that the South African manufacturers should be 
able to hold much greater variety of stocks, with 
significantly less stock holdings than the Importer. 
Not only will this give lower interest payments, but 
will assist markedly in the selling and marketing



ructive to estimate some

the costs 
the result!

compare

Manufacturing

Quality

Imported C< 
(Table 7.3)

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE AFRICAN MANUFACTURERS



lower than the Importers.

The effect of this cost differential between the local 
and the Importer is significant. By judicious 
pricing, the Importer could now be tempted to leave 
the market. Table 7.7 shows the effect of pricing.

Selling Price

TABLE 7.7
SPPSCT OS SELLING PRICE AHD COST ON PROFITABILITY

It must be born in mind that with the previous cost 
situation, the Importer, due to his cost leadership 
could, if be so desired, exert price leadership. With 
the new, or improved costing, the local manufacturer 
would exert price leadership.

It is interesting to note that one of the elements in 
competitive strategy is a factor referred to as cost 
of exit (reference 9,10 and 11), or exit barriers. 
The cost of exit for an established manufacturer is



These costs would include retrenchment pay, loss on 
resale of capital equipment, run down costs, and so 
on. These costs could be so great as to cause the 
manufacturer to continue trading long after it was 
viable to do so. On the other hand, costs of exit to 
a trader are far less, and he would exit a market far 
quicker than a manufacturer would.

7.7.10 Learning Curves

It would be interesting to test whether, in terms of 
learning (or experience) curves, the improvements 
postulated are contradicted by theory.

Abel 6 Hammond (Reference 11) give a formula for the 
experience curve.

Cq = Cn[q/n] Formula A
where q - cumulative production to date 

n «■ cumulative production at an 
earlier date 

Cq - the cost of unit q (deflated)
Cn - the cost of unit n (deflated) 
b - a constant that depends on the 

learning rate (see Table 7.8)

From the above formula A, the following is derived:
(q/n)-(Cn/Cq)*̂ k Formula B

Assume now the following:
q i cummulative production of an 

Importer
n = cumulative production of local 

manufacturer



Cq = cost of unit a - 50 (Table 7.3)
Cn = cost of unit n = 64.5 (Table 7.6).

The following table usee formula B, and oalculates 
various values of (q/n) for varying learning rates, 
and for (cn/Cq) » 64,5/50,0 - 1,29

Learning Rate 95% 90% 65% 80% 75%
 b_________0.074 0.132 0.235 C.322 0.415
(q/n)_________31.22 5.34 2,96 2.21 1.85

TABLE 7.8 
COMPARISON OF LSMUiitia RATES 
WITH PRODUCTION DIFFERENCES

The interpretation of this table is as follows:
If learning rate for the hypothetical product and 
industry is 90% say, then it is possible (in terms of 
learning curve theory) to achieve the cost difference 
of 64,5 for the local manufacture, against 50 for the 
Importer (ex factory costs) if the cumulative 
production of the Importer's principal is not greater 
than 5,34 times the local manufacturers.

It seems unlikely that many South African 
manufacturers have cumulative production rates 
comparable with overseas production rates to the 
extent shown in Table 7.8, at experience rates less 
than 95%. However, many local manufacturers derive 
their technology from overseas principals, and then it 
is entirely possible in these cases that the 
cumulative production of the local manufacturer (plus 
his principal) is within these limits proposed in 
Table 7.8.



In effect this means that the local manufacturer can 
have two points on a learning curve; one low down the 
cost curve, due to his principals extensive production 
experience; and two, high up the curve due to his

compound type formula. (Which is beyond the scope of 
this report.)

To summarise the above:

The only structural advantage the overseas 
manufacturer should have is that of volume. This is a 
great disadvantage for local manufacturers. However, 
it is the belief of ' a writer that the structural 
advantages of the local manufacturer should offset

Import duty '

Stockholding
Variety of stockholding
Closer contact with customers
Better service
Patriotism
Adaptation to local needs and requirements 
Lower wage and salary levels

and, perhaps as important as all these, potentially 
cheap materials -but this will require an integrated 
economic policy for the country as o whole.



Although South African manufacturers face certain 
disadvantages compared to overseas manufacturers, 
there are enough local advantages to outweigh this

However, the South African manufacturer will have to 
get his house in order - and fast.

The philosophy of JIT can be of tremendous benefit in 
this regard.The writer postulates the hypothesis that 
inventory is waste and the adoption of this philosophy 
by a manufacturer forces him in a controlled, logical 
and focussed manner to reduce his inventory, thus 
reducing and eventually eliminating all areas of 
waste, and therefore maximising his productivity 
within the parameters he wishes to operate.



GBC SMALL MACHINES COMPANY 
DESCRIPTION

8.1 Ownership

SBC Small Machines Company is a division of the GBC 
Electric Motor Manufacturers Co (PtyiLimited, which in 
turn is a wholly owned subsidiary of GBC S.A. (Pty) 
Limited. GBC South Africa (Pty) Ltd. in turn is 506 
owned by Rennerts Limited (a quoted South African 
Company and 50% by GBC pic. (a quoted United Kingdom 
Company). Rennert Limited is controlled by Barlow
Rand Limited (a quoted South African Company).

Figure 8.1 shows the above relationship. It also 
gives an indication of various other GBC south Africa 
companies.

Barlow I

Tgbc BlecJI Ipower 11 General I
|Ht.Man. 1 1  i l  Prods. j |

I GBC—-"I r Large I Hrractlon I I foundry!
Small |MachinesJ

|Machines]

FIGURE 8.1
GEC SMALL MACHINES COHPASI-RBLATIOSSHXPS



management philosophy of decer 
to Business Units (SBO), oi

of Small Machines

Quality

Figure 8.2 
MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

is approximately 430 people.

Manufacturing takes place at the Small Machines' 
factory in Benoni, Transvaal and stocking and selling 
outlets exist throughout the country:



Welkom, and Bloemfontein. These branch offices are 
the direct rersponsibility of the Small Machines 
Company, but share office and storage facilities with 
other GBC Companies at all Benches, except Benoni.

Areas other than those mentioned above are covered by 
appointed Agents (Independents); other GBC Companies; 
and other Reunert Companies.

motors for other major manufacturers in the South 
Africa as well as under proprietary brand names for 
Oganisations such as VETSAK, who in turn sell through 
Agricultural Co-ops.

8.4 Product Range

Low Voltage

dimensioned

The theoretical maximum number of individual type 
motors could be in excess of 3 000, with perhaps 1 000 
actually in current manufacture.



major designation is frame sire, which is essentially 
the shaft height off the ground in mm., and further 
described in terms of short frame (s), medium frame 
(m) and long frame I1).

90s|901|100i112m;132s;132mj160m;160l! ia0m ; 1801;200m; 
2001;225s?225m.

6.4.2 Enclosures

Essentially there are two types of enclosures, IP44 
which is TEFC (Totally Enclosed Pan Cooled), and 
normally designated D frame; and a IP22 enclosure - 
referred to as Drip Proof, and normally designated C

8.4.3 Outputs

Outputs are in the following kilowatt

0,25; 0,37; 0,55; 0..75; L,L; L,5; 2,2;'3,0; 4,0; 5,5; 
7,5; 11,0; 15,0; 18,5; 22; 30; 37; 45; 55; 75.

8.4.4 Speeds

Standard speeds per kilowatt output are normally
designated in poles , which gives a particular
synchronous speed at 50Hz, and an operating spaed
somewhat less than this due to slip.



MOTOR SPEEDS

Single and • three phase motors are manufactured, 
although single phase above frame size D100L are not 
produced.

8.4.6 Voltages

220 volt nominal

8.4.7 Mountings

Three basic mountings are manufactured, foot; flange; 
pad mounted (or rod).

8.4.S Materials

For the TEFC range of-motors, the envelope (frame and 
end shields) could be either aluminium, or steel or 
cast iron. Essentially the aluminium range of



The above variations give a total number of 
models as per GZC's stock and price list.

Standard or Stock Modifies

standards can 
are taken foi 
achievable, vols

be msnufi

either of a mechanic 
$ (paint finishes).

The following



motOEs are cost reduced, but are not suitable £or all 
applications due to prevailing atmospheric conditions 
or robustness requited. Smaller motors have a steel
frame, whereas larger motors have a cast iron frame. 
This is purely manufacturers choice.

8.4.9 Insulation

The standard insulation system is Class P (60 c 
permitted temperature rise over an ambient of 40 C), 
but actual maximum temperature rise of the motor is 
restricted to class B (40 c rise over an ambient of 
40°C).

8.4.10 variety

The above variations give a total number of some 900 
models as per GEC'a stock and price list.

8.4.11 Hear Standard or Stock Modifications

In addition to the above,' variations on these
standards can be manufactured. Whether or not orders 
are taken for these motors is subject to price 
achievable, volume, designs available, customer, etc.

Variations possible are either of a mechanical, 
electrical or cosmetic nature (paint finishes).

8.4.12 Mechanical

The following is a brief list of various mechanical



- Son standard shafts (materials or extensions)
- Improved enclosures for spark proof; dust 
ignition proofihose proof; carbon black proof 
and particular finishes for chemical works etc

- Combination roountings-feot and flange
- Special flange e/J shields, frequently gear bo 
manufacturers requirements

- Special rod mountings
- Heaters fitted
- Burn out protected

Electrical

- Multi speed m

8.4.14 Motor Mass

Motors here have masses from i’kg to 310kg.

6.4.15 Motor Price

Subject to all normal' marketing considerations, 
retail list price varies from R107 to R3 033 (a



ioal Configuration

Electric motors have basically the same configuration, 
but components obviously vary in size -the following 
lists the major components in a motor.

Stator frame

End Shields 
Bearings

Stator cores 
Terminal boxes 
Terminal lids 
Terminal bases 
Capacitors 
Winding Wire 
Insulation 
fasteners

Varies per frame sire; material; enclosure; 
mounting.
Varies per frame sire
Varies per frame sire; speed; kw
for types of single phase starting charactei

Varies pe' ioal design
Same n . regardless of most motor
specifics but out to specific size
requirements.

nai 11
MlWon C0MP0HF.KT3
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Manufacturing Systems

In essence, the bulk of motors are sold on an ex stock 
basis from all branch offices. All motor ranges are 
manufactured every 5 weeks and non-stock or 
non-standard motor deliveries are manufactured in line 
with the stock range of motors applicable. To 
elaborate, 100 frame size motors say are manufactured 
every S weeks. During this production cycle, all 100 
frame motors are manufactured, including non stock and 
non standard motors. This allows for the optimum use 
of the synergy existing between all motors in the 100 
frame size range.

Agents, other manufacturers and branches all order in 
'line with the cycle as laid down.

This system has been in operation, with minimal 
changes, for some 15 years.

8.6 Proposed System Changes

The prest, . manufacturing system has been reasonably 
effective over the years, but suffers from the 
inabilities of all systems not JIT based.

Furthermore, this company (the largest electric motor 
manufacturer in South Africa) was suffering from the 
same problems as discussed in previous chapters 
(particularly Import competition).

The OBC8A Board perceived this, and it was decided 
that a JIT based system should be introduced with all 
despatch.



The writer, as Director of Manufacturing, Planning and 
Development for GBCSA w.s seconded to the Small 
Machines Company to oversee the analysis, design and 
implementation of a JIT system with the Small 
Machines Company.

It. was also recognised by the Board that there was no 
point in investigating other systems - such as MBP II, 
but that JIT would be the system and that other 
possibilities would be incorporated with JIT, rather 
then the other way around.



9.0 OXT RBQOIREHENM (astablishnennt of

9.1 General Approach

The firet task wag to assess JIT requirements - namely 
those aspects that would be essential for a JIT type 
of philosophy to be viable.

JIT could be said to be s (see section 4,0 through

"Elimination of waste through inventory reduction"

JIT could also be said to be:

"Not an inventory reduction philosophy, but a total 
Quality Assurance Programme*. '

It was decided to use the first definition as the 
motto - and guiding light. He did not think we could 
go wrong - if inventory la a major cause of waste - 
reducing inventory is reducing waste - the two being 
synonomous.

"Inventory is waste".

9.2 Inventory Reduction

The problem was tackled as an inventory reduction 
exercise - knowing full well that in order to reduce 
inventory - those waste elements that prevented or 
hampered Inventory reduction or elimination would be 
highlighted, and highlighted soon - thus giving 
priorities to concentrate on.



However, it was also realised that reduction of 
quality costs would give major benefits - and those 
reasonably quickly,

3.3 Quality

It was also very soon realised that probably a major 
stumbling block in achieving JIT was not only Quality 
costs, but the disruption caused by rejects, rework 
and time sprat on inspection, test and so on.

9.4 Resource Restraints

Skilled manpower resources within the company, like 
the majority of South African organisations, Is 
severely limited, so it had to be made quite sure that 
where resources were committed, payback had to be 
quick and measurable.

So viewing the organisation as a whole, where is the 
starting point? - kieping two major requirements in

low qualified manpower resources 
quick pay back 
essential to gain confidence 
essential to impart this confideno 
to the workforce.
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10.0 ANALYSIS or CUMBRIA

rive oetegoxiea o£ inventory are carried in this 
organisations

- raw materials
- component Work in Progress
- machined components plus bought 

out completes
- sub assembly and final assembly 

Work in Progress (W.I.P.)

All these categories were carrying substantial 
inventory and each was investigated in turn against 
the criteria established above (Section 9.6).

10.1 Saw Materials

Inventory was excessive due largely to buffer stocks 
required for so-called unforeseen happenings.

- late deliveries by suppliers

day in the stores due to bad 
quality from supplier

- requirements for manufacturing 
rejects or rework

- inadequate or unreliable 
forecasting (particularly 
sldw moving items)

- items not yet required by the



delivery

but solutions
forecasting

related to 
zironment, (defer

ajects are made, 
ae less; also

if suppliers are prone to defective 
irebaser actually pays for these 
supplier improving his quality hie 

, and some of those benefits will

ited costs will 
possibility of

then decided to concentrate on those ar 
aid be improved by factory improvements, 
-plier and forecasting related problems



other words, some inventory reduction would be 
hieved due to the improvement in some of the

e factory. Namely :

However, contact was made with three major suppliers. 
They were given notice of what was intended in regard 
to JIT, and they were also lectured on the philosophy 
and principals of JIT.

10.2 Component W.I.P.

- components waiting due to priority scheduling as a 
result of reject and remanufacture, rework, late 
scheduled work, or un-schedoled work.

It could be said that all factors influencing high 
inventories haze are within internal control, and that 
the proper approach to jit here will have major 
influence on inventory holding, quality costs, etc.

10.3 Machined Components and Bought-outs

Similar factors apply here as apply in raw material 
stocks. However, inventory holdings are further 
aggravated by greater variety of components held - for 
instance - one type of rotor lamination could be die 
cast into six different rotors. However, the machined 
components are put into stores because they are placed 
there, by the company (or its system or employees}.



a following

bought oats - suffer seme problems as raw material 
'stock, and will be treated initially in the same 
way. However, cost penalties of not reducing 
inventory here to JIT mode are not exceptionally 
great as the majority of these items are of a 
relatively cheap nature - fasteners for instance.

machined components - if the factory could go into 
JIT node, lead times could reduce, flexibility 
could be improved; reaction time would be minimised 
and hence, these levels of inventory could be 
substantially reduced in the short term and 
probably eliminated in the long.

0.4 , Sub Assembly and Assembly W.I.P.

cess inventory here is largely due to similar 
asons as for component W.I.P., but further
gravated by the fact that to make a sub assembly or 
nal assembly many components and operations need to 
matched. For instance, if the chances of a stock 

t are 5» for one item - i.e. service level is 954, 
s service level for two items is {<>,!)$) - Sot ■

However, with the 
all other problems 
within internal cont

aoption of bought-c



Finished Goods

Excess inventory is largely due to the following

- independent forecasting and stocking, branch by
branch

- lead time from factory into bine
- lead time from receipt of order, to time of 

despatch
- the making up of economic container loads for 

despatch to branches or customers
- buffer stock required due to length of 

manufacturing cycle

was decided, based on the above analysis, to 
centrate on W.I.P. reduction. In doing so various 
the parameters as laid down would be complied with:

inventory reduction would result but additionally 
some aspects of excess inventory in raw 
materials, machined component stocks 
and F.G. would also result, these being related

quality cost reduction. The factory is a major 
source of quality costs. By concentrating on 
W.I.P. those areas of high quality cost would 
have to be tackled and eliminated. Further
more improved quality in the factory could have 
impact on areas of quality cost in the other



problems and solutions here lay largely in the 
company‘s hands

- improvements here could be considerable.
Assessment of reduction in W.I.P., throughput 
time, manufacturing costs etc., would not be 

„• difficult.

It was still needed to establish the area in which to

Frame size designation, rather than kilowatt gives 
better comparison for the physical attributes of 
mototr.

reached that sub-divisioii into a number of motor 
ranges was possible, and that these could be handled 
reasonably independently.

Each of these group of motors had similar
characteristics and used similar manufacturing
facilities; or could be re-planned to use similar 
facilities

Certainly this was true of tho first three categories



-vrthermore, the size of each of these product ranges 
tin manufacturing coat terms) were approximately 
sifutlar. The least was I6'8 of total, with the largest 
24% of total.

The mini motor category had the moat independence, as 
it .had previously been a stand-alone manufacturing 
operation in Kwa Zulu and had been moved up to Benoni 
the previous year.

The other ranges were fairly well integrated, and in 
order to comply with the statements made above, a fair 
amount of replanning would have to take place.

The move of the mini motor range from Kwa Zulu had 
been a shambles and it was suffering very serious 
production , problems - quality, output, new labour 
(most of the Kwa Zulu labour force remained in Kwa 
Zulu), backlogs, machine tool breakdowns, lost 
tooling, breakages etc. Furthermore the production 
control system was non existent.

Due to these reasons the general management decided 
that as the mini motor range required a great deal of 
urgent and priority attention, it would be as well to 
start the JIT implementation there. If,this was not 
to be the case. Insufficient resources would be 
available for satisfactory implementation elsewhere.

All of the prime criteria had now been complied with 
and there was no doubt, that duo to the abysmal state 
of the mini motor production line, that pay back here 
would be quick - and that confidence would be gained 
for subsequent implementation.



These investigations and analysis 
July and August 1984.

beginning of September 1984 j 
with the mini motor programme.

decided

1



MINI MOTORS - PRELIMINARY 
INVESTIGATION

mini motor product group 
s abysmal. It is not the 
establish the reasons for 
26 to say that control had 
sects of the business were

haphazard, factory 
ajects very high, 
sent, overdoes very 
anti similarly for 
equipment in a bad 
atisfaotory, stocks

the supervision; plant 
repair; factory layout 
P. very high, but e)

The production system was more than haphazard and it 
serves no purpose to give any detailed attention to 
it. Essentially, raw materials were purchased for 
stock against B.A.D’e (estimated annual demands). 
Similarly, these raw materials were further processed 
for stock, into finished components ready for further 
sub or final assembly on requirement.

Orders for motors were than placed on the factory at 
intermittent intervale,' for customer orders and stock 
replenishment at the Benoni and Blanch stores.



Overduas ware rampant, and no formal system was
available for rescheduling or establishing 
priorities. Priorities were continually changing, and 
were established purely by the rank of the company 
officer chasing the overdue, the power of the 
customer, the convenience of the factory or frequently 
the availability of parts.
(a) Even if the system was operating correctly 
inventory levels would have been high, due to the 
systematic use of raw material stores, component work 
in progress, component stores, assembly and 
subsequently work in progress, finished goods stores.

(b) The inventory levels were further aggravated by a 
large motor delivery backlog, and no attempt had been 
made at rescheduling the manufacturing lines.

(c) The batch mode was used for the entire process. 
In essence the ordinary rule was that all batch sizes, 
from raw materials ordering to finished motors, would 
be of 5 weeks requirements suitably modified to accept 
allowances for rejects, long lead times for some 
items, low confidence in suppliers delivery promises

11.2 Factory layout

Essentially, with some exceptions, the various 
manufacturing departments had been integrated on a 
functional basis, with similar work shops for the 
other product groups. Shafts with shafts, core 
building with core building, die casting with die 
casting, etc. Figure 11,1 shows where the major 
departments were situated in the factory.



B- Shaft rradlining 
C- Rotor assembly

I- Stator Machining 
J- Bid Shield casting 
K- Bid Shield fBchlnlmg 
L- ftetor Assehsly 
»l- Final: test 
S- Spray Aint
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put things right.
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their positive contribution was minimal, where 
negative contribution was great - namely screaming a 
shouting at errors, taking disciplinary actions a

It comes as no great surprise, that given the scenario 
painted above, reject and defective generation was 
vast. Fortunately, the one area of supervision and 
operatives that had not been weakened, but rather 
strengthened, was the Inspection and lest Departments.

Fortunate, purely for the reason that at least reject 
and defective work was kept within the confines of the 
factory, and that the quality of motors being sold was 
not totally unacceptable to some customers.

However, the Inspection and Test departments viewed 
their responsibility purely as Inspection and Test, 
and that if they successfully fount1 sub-standard work 
and rejected it, their obligation was at an end. They 
certainly did not view their job's as being involved in 
the quality process, but rather in tpe rejecting 
business. Of course, to be fair, some of the Quality 
Control staff saw their jobs as being wider than pure 
detection, but they certainly had little time to 
investigate, analyse and prevent future similar
occurrences. In any event, the very nature of batch 
manufacture, compounded by long process lead times did 
not assist in this regard. It is almost impossible to 
adequately analyse the cause of sub standard work when 
that work has been carried out some six weeks 
previously, by an anonymous operative, subject to the



any one of a number of machines, and according to a 
drawing which can no longer be found.

Furthermore, the cause of defective work was not 
always due to an operative or a setter. A major cause 
of . reject work was undoubtedly damage or deterioration 
caused by high inventory, especially tfork in 
Progress. The copper overhangs of a stator are 
particularly susceptible to damage, and any handling, 
stacking or movement aggravates the dangers. This is

products. other causes were engineering changes, not 
picked up in time or ignored, or too late for 
incorporation.

Order cancellations due to non adherence of delivery 
dates, sometimes resulted in obsolescence of specially 
engineered customer requirements.

11.6 Statistics '

In order to reduce the subjectivity of some of the
statements made in the preceding paragraphs, end
obviously to give a base for measurement and
comparison of future performance, a number of
significant indicators were compiled. ' The indicators 
were also subject to certain restrictions or
parameters:

- they had to be meaningful, not only to the 
management and supervision, but also to the 
operatives;

- they had to be measurable, within a reasonable 
degree of accuracy;



- should not be subject to misunderstanding due 
to conventions, possible 'noise" from the 
other product groups, or accounting

- had to be able to be produced regularly and
promptly;

. - preferably produced by the mini motor

- had to be such that past history was available 
for their compilation, or estimates made had 
to be beyond carping or quibbling.

The following table shows the major indicators
established and the 'state of play' as at the end of 
September 1964. i.e. the weekly average of the 
indicators since the beginning of April 1984. Figures 
Nos. 11.2 to 11.? show the weekly movement of these 
indicators. stator Work in Progress shown is that for 
the mid July, 1984 stock takes.

FIGURE INDICATOR UNIT WEEKLY AVERAGE

11.2 Motors passed Motors 416
final test

11.3 Motors rejected i 34,8%
final test

11.4 Stator winding % 13,0%

11.5 Stators requiring 4 6,24
rewind ____ ________________________

11.6 Hours per motor Hours 7,49hra.

11.7 Wages a Salaries Rands 822,63

Stator Work in Days 31,5daya

TABLE il.l
LIST OP INDICATORS MINI MOTOR PRODUCTION



The following give

3 (adjusted for number o

Motors rejected final test - these are give 
percentage of motors passed final test, and t 
curves arc for weekly performance, as well as 
moving average, Rejects here are defined a 
defects whether of a minor nature, requiring a 
of minutes rectification, or of a major n 
requiring a possible rewind or even the scrappin 
complete motor.

are given 
latisfactory a

Stator winding rejects - these 
percentage of stators passed as 
intermediate stator test station, 
weekly performance as well as 5 weal 
Rejects here are defined as all c 
minor or major nature.

Stators requiring rewind - these are given as a 
percentage of motors passed ’ final test. Rejects 
requiring rewind are obviously those where the defect 
is serious and expensive. Curves once again are for 
weekly performance end 5 week moving averages.

Total Hours Par Motor passed Pinal Test - this curve 
is the ratio of total hours booked by all hourly paid 
employees involved with mini motor manufacture, to the 
number of motors passed final test. This includes 
direct, indirect, inspectors, storemen, supervision, 
etc. The only curve given is a 5 week moving 
average.



Salaries and Mages Per Motor produced - this curve is 
the ratio of total wages and salaries paid to all 
employees involved in mini motor production, including 
management, production control staff, production 
engineers, as a ratio of motors passed final test. 
Only a 5 week moving average is given.

Stators W.I.P. - figures given here are the number of 
stators throughout the department, from the 
commencement of winding to motors not yet passed final 
test, as a ratio of the daily rate of final motor 
production on a daily basis.

The state, of the mini motor product group was such 
that a major overhaul of virtually all aspects of the 
manufacturing operation would have to be undertaken. 
The opinion was that the implementation of JIT in the 
operation would be no more radical than any new 
approach to solve this product units problems, and 
that inherently JIT would have winy of the answers end 
solutions.
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MINI MOTOa - SYSTEM DEFINITION

The problem with facing a situation as described is 
where to start, as all the problems are integrated. 
Briefly the steps taken were as follows:

(a) A flow process chart was constructed for the 
major components and sub assemblies;

(b) Factory layouts were looked at;
|c) A formal system was investigated.

These three items cannot really be solved in isolation 
so modifications were continuously being effected.
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(h) The initial layout would be such that 
modification could be easily achievable. In 
other words, machine tools would not be 
grouted in, ana that the overhead busbar 
system of power supply would be used, and that 
as few permanent features as possible would be 
permitted in the initial stages.

(i) Space would have to be made available for the 
current very high levels of work in progress.
Open floor areas would be kept alongside the 
production lines for all this work in progress to 
be marshalled and controlled.

Figure 12.1 shows the layout eventually arrived at. 
Figure 12.2 shows the mini motor manufacturing 
departments in relationship to the small motor 
factory. (This should be compared with Figure 11.1).

12.3 System

(a) Whatever system was introduced had to be simple 
and easily understood by all.

(b! It would have to cater for the major elements of 
the JIT philosophy but the more advanced aspects 
of control, such as Kanban would tie left for the

(c) There would probably be more formal structuring 
required in the short term than perhaps would be 
desirable, but as long as the structure of the 
system designed was -such that it was 
capable of modification in the long run, this was
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(d) Due to assumed "culture shook" the system as such 
would be rather simplistic and acceptable to folk 
usefl to working In batch mode, with long lead
so short that factory personnel could not accept 
them as reasonable and realistic. However,

. the system must be such that It would be easy to 
reduce lead times as confidence and acceptability

12.4 Process specifications

Figure 12.3 shows the process procedures eventually 
arrived at. The process chart shown is for e typical 
single phase actor. Figure A1 gives an exploded view 
of such a motor. Figure A2 shows an exploded view of 
a three phase motor.

Generally speaking, a single phase motor is more 
complicated to manufacture than a three phase motor 
due to more components being required. For instance, 
most single phase motors will have a capacitor, a 
stator switch (mounted on the non drive end 
endshield), a rotor switch (mounted on the non-drive 
end of the rotor shaft), and more complex 
terminations, other differences are not significant.

12.5 statement of Problems

In essence what was being attempted was a continuous 
flow of materials being Modified at various work 
stations; accepting other components into further sab 
assemblies (these components themselves previously 
subjected to modification and adaption); until a 
completed motor was available, tested, painted, boxed 
and ready for despatch.
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furthermore, there yas to be no waiting tine between 
operations and the only inventory acceptable would be 
components or sub assemblies currently being modified 
or added to. Furthermore, only motoro required for
immediate sale would be manufactured.

It was very soon realised that major stumbling blocks 
were in the way of achieving this ideal solution. The 
significant ones beingi

(e) The range of motors being manufactured was large 
fsone 156 possible variations?i and whereas the 
components being used were similar, quite great 
variations are found;

(b) whereas it was known that set ups coula and would 
be reduced, tho ideal solution required zero set ups;

(c) Lines would have to be balanced and flexible;

(d) "Culture shock* could be groat.
12.6 Generalised Solution

A generalised solution irae then arrived

* The full range of motors would be manufactured every

* Seqoonoe of manufacture would bo the same every
* Whereas a degree of idle Inventory might be 
aaeeptablo (in the first instance) as one component or 
sub assembly waited for others to be added to it, this 
would be kopt to a minimum.
* This same tolornnco would not be permitted within 
manufacturing cellc.



By adopting the above approach (in the first 
instance), the following beneiite would be achieved:

(a| proper sequencing would assist greatly In the
minimisation of set ups.

(b). Having the aemo sequencing, week after week,
would develop habit an6 familiarity.

(0) sequencing cycles could be shortened with time.
That is five days could be reduced to four, to three, 
to two and ultimately to one.

(d) Change In work habits would not be trauroatically

(e) Scheduling delivery determination would be 
simpler.

(£) Vendors could be relatively easily slotted into
this sequencing discipline, with perhaps similar
benefits to themselves as this company would achieve.

(g) Customers could also be similarly beneficially 
treated.

(h) Flexibility would not necessarily be reduced, as 
it would be no groat problem to slip in a small batch 
of motors, in its proper sequence, at short notice.

(1) Similarly, cancellations or modifications to 
orders could bo handled reasonably well, with little



DB1MLBD INVESTIGATION

In essence tho heart of an electric motor consists of 
two elements -
- tile stator

all other components ere there merely to ensure the 
proper operation or the mechanical tying together of

A stator lamination and rotor lamination start life 
together, being punched from the same steel strip; 
part company as they get further processed; and
eventually return to be assembled into the same motor.

The rotor assembly process is relatively simple 
compared to that of the stator, but set up times in 
rotor die costing are largo, and mitigate against 
small batches. '

13.1 Rotor Manufacture

13.1.1 process

The rotor proccss follows the following operation 
sequence!
(a) Laminations are received from the supplier in 
bundles ol 100mm (each lamination is 0,5mm thick)j

(b) The laminations are -weighed off against 
requirement on a simple noala balance;



(o) Thgse laminations are then stocked on a keyed
mandrel, to the given length and according to the skew 
required tor the rotor;

(d) These core stacks are then placed into o 400
tonne horizontal die casting press, and molten 
aluminium introduced into the assembly;

(a) The cast rotor is then removed from the die cost
press and the mandrel pressed out of the core;

(£) Rotors are then fettled and transported to the
rotor assembly area;

(g) The mandrels are then re-used for further rotor 
die casting;
(h) Two rotors are cast at a time;

Three problems were viewed here:

(a) Physical location ol die oast 
the mini motor line;

(b) Cell stylo of manufacture:

(c) Set up tines.

13.1.2 Location of Die Casv

The small Machines Company has a general d 
which aanafucturOB all aluminium die cos 
and rotors for the full range o£ motors.



The question posed was whether it would be beneficial 
to remove a press from this die cast area and
positioned in such a manner that it would be closer to
the mini motor production area. A number of 
advantages would be gained by doing this:

(a) Transport distance of cast cores would be 
considerably lessened
(b) Rotor core manufacturing, an important element in 
a motor, could become the direct responsibility of the 
mint motor managementi

(c) Flexibility could perhaps be improved, largely 
due to item (b).

However, e number of disadvantages would also arise:

(a) Die casting is a specialist manufacturing 
procedure, not yet far removed from a black art. If
the die cast shop was split, specialist setters,
operatives and management would have to be 
duplicated. With the limited resources at the
company's disposal, such duplication was not really

(b) Available in the general die oast shop were other 
presses which could be utilised in' the event of a 
breakdown, or during routine maintenance.

(o) Diu casting Is a dangerous process, and is thus 
normally subject to much higltcr safety conditions then

(dl Ole casting areas are hot and smelly.
Introducing such extra elements into an open factory 
aroa could present problems.
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equipment!
(b) Pre-heating of- dies, prior to set up would
require specialised equipment!
(c) Existing die design did not lend itself
particularly well to ease of set up. Furthermore, 
dies are expensive commodities.

(d) Reluctance of die cast personnel to stretch their 
minds to solve the problems. A condition frequently 
found In the foundry Industry.

if not generally within the total spirit of SIT.

The general solution was as follows:

(a) Sequence rotor casting in such a way, that set ups 
are minimised.
(b) Work would continue on reduction of set ups, bat 
urgency would largely be removed by acceptance of (a)

However, a sequencing pattern would have to be evolved 
that did not conflict with the overall requirements of 
the remainder of the mini motor lines.

11 Section 13.3 discusses in detail the solution to this
jj sequence problem.

'I figure 13.3 shows the Sequencing arrangement finally
j arrived at for the rotor die casting.
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For a 45 hour working week, this would give a machine 
utilisation of aoroe 85%. For a 90 hour double shift, 
utilisation would improve to 92%. Given the present 
and medium term potential of requirement, these 
utilisation figures are more than adequate.

13.2 wound Stator core Manufacture

13.2.1 froeoBe

The stator process follows the following

(a) laminations are received from the supplier i 
bundles ol 100 ram.each loach lamination is 0,5 m



(e) Core packs are pressed together, and seems welded

(d) Welded core pack Is then loaded onto s slot
insulating machine where the insolation is cut, formed 
and set into stator slots.

(0) Cores , are than placed on a coil shooter, where 
copper coils, formed on a winding machine, ere 
transported over end 'shot1 into stator slots.

(£) Core is then pieced in a drift press where coils

(g) core then replaced in ->ter where a second set 
of coils are shot into the no;

(h) some stators with three coil configurations will 
repeat (f) and lg>.

(1) Core and windings are then placed on a bullet 
press where overhangs are pushed back.

fj) Phase insulation is then inserted betwncn
windings on overhang (for some configurations this 
process is carried out between shooting sequences).

(k) The series of coils placed in the core are then 
connected together to specification, together with

ID Connections are brazed.



a & £ L

(m) Stator core is placed in an overhang press where 
the overhangs are shaped and properly spaced.

(n) Cere then placed in a lacing machine, where
overhang Is laced together to form a compact whole, 
and danger of loose wires negated.

(ol operations (to) and (nl repeated for other side.

(p| Hound stators are then tested for electrical and
mechanical integrity.

Table 13.1 indicates the operation sequences for the
various types of wound stator cores.(Capital letters 
refer to machines as designated in figure 12.1).

13.2.2 general

The wound stator core line is the most important of 
all the production lines. The importance of this line 
is due to:

cost of a mini motor.

- the windings are probably the most'volnerable 
port of a motor particularly prior to dip and

Tooling foi tho various operations are complex, 
expensive one specialised. Furthermore, original 
design of equipment and tooling was based on large 
batches and infrequent set ups. In JIT this is no 
longer acceptable.





13.2.3 Tooling

Build and Weld Stator Core

The building mandrel verigg as the diameter of the
core bore thus two mandrels are required (a) 2 pole

<b) 4/6 pole

Slot Insulation Machine

The forming tooling here varies against the stator 
slot configuration thus three sets are required
(a) 2 pole
(b) 6 pole and 4 pole, 1 phase
(o) 4 pole 3 phase, 4 polo DCZK

Winding Formers

The tooling configurations here are somewhat complex.

In general, 1 phase winders use the same formes for
first and second sets, but they are set to different 
configurations.

In general, 3 phase winding use the tame formers for
the first, second and third seta (where,required) and 
set to the same configurations.

The following former sets are thus available :

(a I 2 pole 1 and 3 phase
(b) 4 polo 1 and 3 phase
Ic) 6 polo 1 and 3 phase



Toois here vary by slot configuration, ffliere slots
are the same, but core, lengths differ, same tool la 
usedi bat adjusted to suit the length.

Three tools are requiredi

(a) 2 pole 1 phaset 2 pole 3 phase (2 pole
lamination)

(b) 6 pole 3 phase, 4 pole 1 phase (domestic
lamination)

0) 4 pole 3 phase, 4 pole DCZK {industrial
lamination)

Tools here vary by slot configuration. 8c extra
adjustment is required for the oore length variation.

Three tools are required

2 pole 1 phase, 2 pole 3 phase; 
6 pole 3 phase, 4 pole 1 phase.

(o) 4 pole

Two bullet presses ate required

(1) all 3 pole

Two tools are required here, but adjustments are 
required for core length:



(a) all 2 pole
(b) all 4 and 6 pole

Lacing Machine

Two tools era required here:

fa) all 2 pole
(b) all and 6 pole

However, adjustments are required for length changes, 
and indexing adjustments are required between 1 phase 
and 3 phase, as veil ae 4 pole and 6 pole.

Sat up Times

Table 13.2 gives the present set up times tor the 
above equipment.
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develop a framework oxound which the JIT philosophy 
can be implemented. 05 oourse, batch sizes have been 
reduced as wells In general from 5 weeks to 1 week 
requirement per motor.





Culck set up times could be considered a corner stone 
of JIT. If set ups ere significantly large,
flexibility is reduced, queues vill develop, line 
balancing becomes extremely complex, and the tendency 
to batch in bigger and bigger lots by the shop 
supervision and controllers will increase with time.

As mentioned previously, there is no doubt that 
application and rational thought will assist in 
reduction of set ups considerably. However this can 
take time,, money and the dedication of competent 
supervision, operators, setters and production 
engineers. All these resources are invariably scarce, 
in South Africa particularly so.

e quandary t ofopany f

could a half way stage be devised which by careful 
scheduling could reduce the negative'effect of long 
set ups and result in the following advantagesi

(a) JIT philosophy could be Immediately
introduced, albeit with degrees of compromise 
and sab optimisation;

Cb) Scheduling should- be sufficiently flexible bo 
that as setting problems ware solved with



time, development into "pure’ JIT would be 
simple and autooatioi

(c) Scheduling rules would be simple and
understood by all. Further their rules would

dating depending on mix.
Id) Scheduling rules would have to be such that

both etator and rotor manufacture would 
benefit)

(e) Ideally, once supplier JIT was tackled,
advantages to the vendor would be reasonable.

* schedule aeguence has been devised which, by and 
large, satisfies the above parameters.

The investigation 
of the stator and 
following fashion: 1

firstly, an attempt was made to determine what 
would be the most beneficial sequencing for wound

discussion with shop supervision and production 
engineering, and largely based on intuition

a production run was simulated (using the de

and rotor sequencing could possibly conflict 
(This is called the first approximation).



quite easily noticed that 
the rules, on both stator 
prove the flow.

again tested agair 
i.(second approxime

further
modifications were one 
(Third approximation)

- a simulation against this set of rules showed no 
real improvement and the second approximation was 
finally settled on.

13.3.3 First Approximation

The rules established at the initial stages were s
(a) stator sequence would be in the following order:

2 pole single phase,

€ pole three phase:
4 pole single phase,
4 pole three phase,
4 pole single phase plus models CCZK.

TABLE 13.3 
&TATOB . -qUEHCE - FIBST APPROXIMATION

(b) Each category of stator would commence with the 
shortest core, and proceed in steps to the longest. 
No differentiation would be made for cores with holes 
as opposed to cores without holes.



Sequence would Be in the following order:

- 2 pole laminations, 11 ran endrings, 24 mm diameter

- .2 pole laminations, 16 mm endrings, 24 mm diameter 
shaft hole

- 2 pole laminations, 16 mm endrings, 30 mm diameter

- 4/6 pole laminations, 12 mm endrings, 24 mm 
diameter shaft hole

- 4/6 pole laminations, 12 mm endrings, 30 mm 
diameter shaft hole

each category would commence with shortest core and 
continue tq the longest.

The following figure (IS.31 shows the sequences in 
diagramatic form.
Table 13.4. gives the simulation details, using 
estimated weekly quantities of the various models, in 
the planned first approximation sequence. Figure 13.4

convenience and comparison, the three simulations are 
plotted together. (Approximations 1, 2 and 3.)
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s immediately apparen

tandem, queues will invariably form, 
awaiting stators (15 occurrence 
stators awaiting rotors (11 occur 
occasions no waiting occurs.

13.3.4 Second Approximation

The second set of rules established w

>tor lines run in 
Sometimes rotors 

j) and sometimes

sond approximation 
sequencing alone 
i test the manipuleapproxin

sequence
required fcsrnal set up t 

length, gii

then follower

Stator - the same rules as first approximation
Rotor - the name rules as first approximation

except that core length considerations 
would be ignored. ,

Figure 13.3 for the first approximation, is valid 
a schematic representation of the sec 
approximation.

this simulation
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Referring to the bat chart simulation, the following 
becomes immediately apparent.

stators await rotors On 3 occasions, rotors await 
stators on 7 occasions, and on 21 occasions no waiting

6 pole and 4 pole stator and rotor lines run 
completely in tandem, with no waiting.

2 pole lines stil. .tave waiting, albeit less than

13.3.5 Third Approximation

For the tlilrd approximation it was decided to alter 
the stator sequences, but without breaking any of the 
cardinal rules.
A simple change was decided on, namely the transposing 
of the 2 pole single and three phase categories. 
Stators would still however be produced in core
lengths order. (From shortest to longest). Rotors
would, within their set up category number, have no 
core length priority restraints. ,

Table 13.6 gives the simulation details and Figure 
13.4 gives the simulation run in bar chart form.

Referring to the tat chart simulation, the following 
becomes apparent:

stators await rotors on 6 occasions 
rotors await rotors on 3 occasions

- no waiting on 22 occasions.



Estimates Sequen

KDY80A

DZCK90S
KBK560D

XDK80A

KDYeOA

TABLE 13.6
STATOR AMP ROTOR SIMULATION-T1IIBP APPROXIMATION



This is perhaps marginally better than the second 
approximation, although if stators awaiting rotors is 
considered a worse state than rotors awaiting stators, 
second approximation must be better.

13.3.6 Conclusion

The second approximation was to be the system finally 
adopted.



13.4 Shell Manu/acrtore

Shell manufacture presented no major problems. 

Two basic types of shell are used:

- aluminium extrusion

13.4.1 Aluminium Extrusion

fact can be cut to particular lengths. Furthermore, 
depending on motor configuration, variations on 
drilling and tapping for various hole requirements are 
catered for after impregnation (see paragraph '13.5)
The manufacturing process is as follows:

la) lengths of extrusion are received frda supplier;
<b) on request from shell shop, the long lengths are

then cut to required lengths and delivered to the 
shell shop.

(c) in shell shop, the shells are expanded to a given
roundness on a press and are now ready for stator
assembly.

There are 14 basic configurations of steel shell, 
further variations in some drilling and tapping are 
catered for after impregnation.(See section 13.5)



od containinggel place cropped 
punched holes, a received

form a cylinder 
specially deslgr

L is then expanded to given roundnees. Thi 
sticn alec con firms tlio integrity of the

Various lugs and pads 

mower motor types.

All machines required for both aluminium and steel 
shell are laid out in a cell, and one operative 
carries out all operations. Theoretically the same

or aluminium shell. Certainly, wound stator cores 
arriving could be coming in mixed lots, requiring 
either aluminium or steel shells.

When the foreman loads the "stator core welding 
section, he loads the shell section with the required 
shells in the order that the wound cores will be 
coming off the wound stator core tester

Currently there is probably not more than a couple of 
hours worth of shells awaiting wound cores. This 
should be compared with the previous situation where 
shells were made in batches for stock, and 
subsequently drawn for requirement.



lb) Framed core assembly now goes through an
impregnation process. Basically, on a moving

heated, dipped in an epoxy varnish, and baked.
(c) Impregnated framed core then arrives back at 

similar point on track where Initially loaded.
Id) Assembly is stacked alongside impregnation plant 

for an hour or so until cooled to ambient 
temperatures.

(a) Bore of core is then burnished to remove surplus 
varnish adhering to bore.

(f) Core assembly is then loaded in a lathe on a
mandrel where spigots are machined to size and 
concentric to the bore.

(gi Spigots are then deburred.
(h) various drilling and tapping operations then take 

place dependent on motor configuration.
(i) For steel shells, pressed steal feet are then 

welded onto the shell. Framed core assembly is 
now ready for final assembly.

Ij) Aluminium shells have extruded aluminium feet
fitted, and feet assembly is then milled to size.

Ik) The assembly la now ready for final assembly.



All equipment for the above operation Mae laid out in 
a 0 type cell. Particular problems encountered and

(a).. Previously impregnation was carried out in the 
main impregnation plant used for all other stator 
cores. rhis was impractical as distances travelled, 
loss of control, danger of damage and queuing at the
other plant all mitigated against proper JIT 
philosophy. There was available an oven in the 
'second hand yard' which had previously been used at 
Kwa Zulu, and to this was added tracks (overhead 
conveyor line) and incorporated into the flow line and 
dedicated purely for mini motors.

(bt Spigotting presented problems, as machining
aluminium and steel on the same machine and at random, 
presents certain problems in cutting speeds, cleaning 
of machine, reclaiming of swarf, and so on. Previously 
core assemblies were batched, and set ups changed at 
frequent intervals. Furthermore, changeovers from 2 
pole to 4 pole and 4 pole to 6 pole necessitated 
quite long set ups. This was solved by pulling out of 
the scrap yard an old lathe, due to bp junked, and 
refurbishing it and adapting it for spigot turning. 
On the line now are two spigot lathes, each one
dedicated either to aluminium or steel. Figure 13.5 
shows the loading for both spigotting machines. The 
problem is not entirely solved as there is 
insufficient time to change over from 4 pole to 2 pole 
on the aluminium machine.(Figure 13.5). However both
sizes suffering queuing'as a result will be so small, 
that overall objective will be gained.





variety of hole sizes and aoittlgaratlone are 
required. Furthermore drilling jigs were used in
conjunction with single spindle drills. This was 
never satisfactory as operations were carried out in 
the batch mode, queues developed between operations 
and the danger was always present that drawings would 
he misread, incorrect drilling jigs used and generally 
resulting in high scrap. This problem was solved by 
designing and manufacturing a special purpose drilling

Figure 13.6 shows the construction details of this 
rig. Advantages of this rig are that:

(a] Whereas the rig is special purpose and custom 
designed, the drills and mountings are not. If 
drilling configuration changes it would not be
difficult to alter placement of drills. In the event 
of this range becoming obsolete, drills can always be 
used for other components. '

Cb| Setting up is very quick and easy. The
controller consists of a number of switches attached 
to air valves which actuate the drills. Setting
instructions era then limited to which switches will 
be in OH position and which in OFF.

(c) Special drilling requirements ca also be catered
for, as each drill can take a variety of drill bits, 
and depths can be adjusted. All of this quite easily,
but obviously set up time would be greater than
norr»lly desirable.

(d) Alongside of this multi drill is a bank of single 
spindle drills and tappers. These are used for holes 
than cannot be catered for on tha raulti drill.





Operation sequence in shaft manufacture Is as follows:

(a) Billet is received from supplier in raw material 
stores and out to length on instruction.

(b) Billet is faced and centred.
(c) Passed to copy lathe where one end is turned to 

requirement.
(d) Goes to second copy lathe, for second side 

turning operation.
(e) Cylindrical grinding on two machines then takes
(f) Shaft then passes on to keyway milling if

required.
(g) Core diameter is then knurled for further press 

fit requirements for rotor assembly.
(hi Fan hole drilled. '
(i) Shaft extension hole drilled and tapped.
(j) Shaft extension threads rolled, if required.

Problems encountered on this line’ are not yet 
adequately solved, although the arrangement is a vast 
improvement on previous.

Previously batch sizes were large, and manufactured 
for stock) and subsequently drawn out from stock,

total throughput time could be greater than a week.



The arrangement now is that shafts are only made 
against a weekly requirement, during the week of that 
requirement. Hence batch sites are much smaller, 
similarly with queues, and finished shafts awaiting 
rotor assembly are never normally in excess of a 
couple of days requirement.
However the setting problem is not solved and movement 
through shop is erratic and stop and start. Quality 
has improved, but this is due largely to batch sites 
being smaller, and hence danger of a large batch being 
scrapped after 1st operation is reduced.

Overall layout will lend itself to future improvement 
in continuous flow.

13.7 , Rotor Assembly

13.7.1 Process

Ho real problems were encountered in this area. The 
Manufacturing process is as follows:

(a) Shaft is pressed into rotor core.
(b! Outside diameter of rotor then turned, to else, 

and concentric with bearing journals on shaft.
|o) Assembly then dynamically balanced.
(d) Aasemnly now available for final motor assembly.

Department is laid out in a U cell, and all operations 
carried out by two operatives. There is no queuing 
between operations,

13.8 Endshields
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On a 45 hour week, machine utilisation will thus have 
to be a maximum of 721.

However, development work is currently underway to 
utilise only through both type stator cores, and thus 
only round endshields will be required.

For endshields, this will result in the following 
significant benefits.

Unmachined aluminium castings will reduce from $ basic 
types to 3.

Set up times will reduce in the following manner:

Set up round * 35 mins. insert - 3 hours
change to 42 rains.insert - 30 mins

Total set up per week 4hra.OO.

This results in a set up reduction of some 8.1/2 hours

utilisation, at single shift, from 728 to 911.

Previously endshields were machined for stock, and 
subsequently drawn for assembly.

Row quantities are produced adequate for a weeks 
requirement.

cell, queues still exist between some operations, but 
not as great as previous.<
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operative would then take from this tray tJisir 
components and carry out their operations.
33,9.3 Integrates Assembly

Here each operative would be fed all the components

Each operative could either be fed independently with 
cceponent and sub assemblies, or full sets of 
components coaid be marshalled and conveyed to them

13.9.4 Analysis

The flow assembly method has the following advantages!

each operative would become extremely proficient 
and skilled in bis limited operations.

training of labour for limited operations would be 
comparatively simple.

a moving belt conveyor concept could possibly be 
installed.

The disadvantages are more numerous:
lino balancing would become a problem. Variety of 

assemblies required are very great and difference in 
assembly times are quite high. For instance single 
phase motor assembly time is much greater than three 
phase doe to the addition o£ capacitors.



Similarly end shield assembly is greater flue to 
connection of the stator switch to terminations, 
whereas fan and cowl assembly, rotor and rotor 
threading would be the same. A further example is foe 
air stream motoi-a which could be single or three 
phase, but require no feet or cowl.

- _ increasing or decreasing capacity requirements 
weald be e problem. To decrease or increase the 
output of 5 operatives doing different work Is no easy 
matter. There are fairly small finite Units to this 
extension or refinetion, namely slack due to additions

absenteeism would affect the line balance. One 
operative off sick is not a labour reduction of say 
201, but is a 100* labour reduction in one whole 
operation. ,
- operator morale could be a problem due to low 

skills required
- labour flexibility and Increase of general skills 

would not be easily accomplished.
The Integra

pinpointing of operative causing rejects or damage 
would be easy. Sac* motor assembly'would be almost 
the total responsibility of one individual.

queuing o£ semi completed motcrs between operations 
would not apply. Queues would tie limited to
components awaiting assembly, or motors assembles 
awaiting test. By limiting possible areas of queuing, 
queuing can bo more easily reduced or eliminated.

So on balance, the integral assembly approach was 
nations dus to machine 
ring press).



Component Marshalling

There were two alternatives considered here;

(a) independant feeding of components to assembly 
i.e. each operative would have his own private
'stock1 of components for assembly?

(b) general marshalling of components and despatch to 
all operatives, who would take a marshalled set 
of components as required, from the common pool.

Alternative (a) had no real advantages that could be 
seen, but had a number of eerioue disadvantages.

eeoh operative having his own private pool of 
components awaiting his use seemed to be against the 
spirit of »IT.

the organisation required to split individual 
requirements would require quite expensive and 
detailed control,

the possibility of inventory levels being large was

- what would have to be done if operative was absent?
- how would reduction or increase in output 
requirements be managed?

floor space requirements would be high as 
independent marshalling areas would require more

The seoond alternative had a number of advantages and 
no real disadvantages!

operatives would take from a communal pool of 
components as and when they required them.



This seemed to have the capability of keeping Work In 
Progress at a minimum. If output required was, asy,

differences in skill and speed levels of individual 
operatives would not oauae hold ops or eCocJc boild

only one skilled marshaller would be required. If 
components wefe correctly marshalled against 
specification and assembly requirements, chances of 
incorrect'assembly would be mknimised.
The second alternative was then chosen, with some 
modification. In other words, major and some minor 
components and eub assemblies would he aarehalled In a 
central area, and despatched to operatives, but common 
cheap components would ha kept at the assembly work 
bench. These components, would be mostly common 
fasteners required for most motor models.
A marshalling tray was devised for the marshalling of 
the major sub assemblies and components (see Figure 
13.8). This tray was designed in euoh a way that It 
could take batches of three wound stator cores plus 
the rotor assemblies, endshieldR, terminal boxes, 
capacitors, fans, cowls etc.

13.9.6 Layout

It was decided that roller conveyors would be utilised 
for transportation to the operatives. A motorised 
conveyor was not given real consideration but is a 
possibility fox the future.
A number of problems needed resolving before the 
layout solution was arrived at.
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that the major sub assemblies - such as wound stator 
frame and rotor assembly, would be completed at the 
start of the assembly line.
However, other components that could not be completed 
at the point of the start of assembly needed to be 
held in a marshalling stock area. These components 
would almost entirely be bought out items such as 
fans, cowls, terminal boxes, through bolts, rotor 
switches, capacitors end the like. This would be

fully operational vendor JIT. Furthermore, so called 
C items (namely items purchased on a two bin system)

components would be fed onto the assembly lines either 
by being încluded in the marshalling, trays or by 
tilling up the small racks held by each assembler.

Figure 13.10 shows the form of the bins designed for 
these c components. The principle behind these racks 
are as follows:
Bach component is boused in two bins, alongside of 
each other. One looked, and "One is used. A sample 
component is affixed to the outside of each bin lid. 
The looked bin contains sufficient components to last 
out the purchase lead time of that component plus 
buffer. Placed inside, on top of the components is a 
Completed order form. As the bin in use is exhausted,

immediately placed on the supplier, and the bin put

this will be placed in the other bin, with an order 
form, and looked.
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If a reject or defective is detected at test, or on 
the line during assembly, the supervisor is 
immediately notified and the assembly line stopped. 
This is flone by word of mouth. The intention here is 
eventually to place visible and audible signals at 
each bench, and at test, to signify a problem.
The cause of the defective is immediately determined, 
corrective action taken, and the line allowed to

The foreman and senior Quality technician are always 
involved, and it is their duty and responsibility to 
ensure that this fault does not occur again.

After test the motor in immediately conveyed to tbe 
painting area, where it is painted to the desired 
specification and boxed,, ready for despatch.
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winding to final motor

take gave a figure o£ 2 974

The Jyly 19 1S8S stock take, almost exactly 
later, gave a stator inventory figure of 449 
Work in Progress. The five week moving avers 
passed final test at that date was 493 per we 
gave an average stock holding of same 4,5 daj
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July 25, 1985
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There are two major testing points in the production

;int is en intermediate test just after 
»hich stage various electrical tests are 
t the wound stator core.

Intermediate Test

wrong connections

hot joints 
appearance 
incorrect resistance 
out of balance between

It was decided very early on that whereas the various

taken for general control, interest' in the total 
reject level was important. If one is embarking on a 
campaign of zero defeats it can be argued that one 
defect is as bad as another. It is the writer’s view

and "expensive" dofeots is made, the attitude of mind 
prevalent in the business - "it didn't cost much to 
fix up, so it ia unimportant" would be continued. 
This attitude was to be broken Sown and a frame of 
mind developed that could not accept any aub standard 
work/ regardless of the cost implications.
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Work In Process-



Figure 14.2 shows the movement of stator rejects
graphically.

Final Assembly

Here the quality improvement has been more 
gratifying. Assembled motors aan be rejected for a 
very large number of reasons:

short between phases 
noisy bearings 
wrong name plate 
incorrect connections 
wrong direction of rotation 
stator unbalance 
rotor unbalance 
appearance
incorrect works order number 
incorrect speed '

Once again, rectification costs vary enormously. 
However, the comment a made in" 14.3.1 apply here as 
well regarding definitions of "cheap" and "expensive"

Rejects Cor the period March 30 to September 28 1984 
amounted to some 351 of motors passed test. Within 
this period, rejects fluctuated considerably,, from 
highs of 94« to lows of 11%.
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Figure 14.5 shows this graphically.

the end of February 1965, some further 1 500 stators 
were written off and scrapped. Statistic: are vague 
in this area, and there is no knowledge as to when 
these stators were actually made. However, there is 
no "doubt that some were manufactured during the period

apparent improvement of reject rates shown in this 
write ap is actually very conservative, true 
improvement is much better than shown.

14.4 Quick Pay Book and Measurable
14.4.1 Summary

There is no doubt that this objective was aohieved. 
Pay back came quickly and this was definitely 
measurable. The timetable was as follows:

Investigation into JIT in Small Machines Company took 
place during July/ August 1904.

Detailed mini motor Investigation - September and . 
October 1934 (including factory relayout piers).

The winding, connecting, shell manufacturing and
assembly lines ware moved durl.ig October 1904.

Modified the assembly line during February 1935.

Moved the shaft Una during April 19BS.
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- AH, DEFECTIVE WORK IS WASTE AND IS TO SB ELIMINATED.

Defective work generation . in the area preceding the 
intermediate test certainly improved, but 
disappointingly is once again on the increase.
Rejects for the period Match 30 1984 to September 26 
1964 amounted to some 17% of stators passed test.
Within this period the level of rejects fluctuated 
considerably from highs of 39% per week, to Iowa of

toe recent upward movement in rejects is worrying, but 
it is interesting to note that there is a distinct 
correlation between Work in Progress and reject rate

Figure 14.3 shows the number of rejects at the 
intermediate test plotted against the number of 
stators . in progress from commencement of windings to 
just prior to intermediate test. On .'this graph is 
plotted a line of regression, and visually it can be 
seen that there is a definite correlation between Work 
in Progress and rejects. The calculated co-efficient 
of correlation is r = 0,42.

The lesson is guite clear, reduce Work' in progress, 
and the rejects will reduce accordingly.

Once the programme of aggressive quality improvement 
was embarked on, reject rates fell considerably and 
the average percentage rejects, as measured on a five 
week moving average, reduced from 13,4% at the end of 
September 1904, to a low of 3,1% during the middle of 
March 1985, Since then the defective rate {5 week 
basis) has increased to 10.5% at 25 duly 1983.
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This in effect was achieved.
Figure 14.6 shows the trends in improvement in
manufacturing output performance, and Table 14,5 gives 
the indicators at the various base points, previously

Unfortunately once the production bach-logs had been 
cleared, and branches and agents restocked, demand 
fell (due to the hardening recession) and the 
manufacturing rate had to be cut heck. However, it is 
highly probable that improvement in output could have 
been continued, albeit at a slower rate.

The improvement in output was particularly gratifying 
during a period of inventory reduction, quality
improvement and cost reduction.

However, the one jarring note about this performance 
is the week by week fluctuations in output.

Week Five Hk.

IMrROVeMBHT IN OUTPUT
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roductivlty Payback

Of aov.ree, improved output and quality could all have 
been gained at a price. However, actual coats of
manufacture in people terms were reduced
simultaneously with the other improvements.

Two separate indicators were chosen to give a view on 
labour productivity improvements. One in money terms, 
and cue in input hours.

- total hours clocked per motor produced. The ho 
in this case were for the hourly paid workers i 
the mini motor section, and included all such 
people, regardless of job (vis Direct workers, 
storemen, inspectors, labourers, setters and 
supervision).
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Conclusion

Based on the above analysis, the writer believes that 
it can bo safely said that the original criteria as 
laid down have been substantially achieved.
However, whether the company is actually in a JIT mode 
remains to be seen. The next section discusses this
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Ihapter 14.0 Oiscussea the results achieved end 
compares them with the criteria originally laid down 
as the first step in the implementation of JIT. This 
chapter will attempt to compare the actual results 
achieved with that of the "Ideal jit" solution. It 
goes on to then discuss the implementation techniques 
used, against those which form part of the so called 
classical JIT techniques.
15.2 JIT Philosophy

Produce products only at the rate customers want
Produce with perfect quality 
l-rcduoe instantly - zero unnecessary, lead times 
r ice with no waste of labour, material or 
equipment - every move with a purpose so there 
is no zero idle inventory
Prooice by methods which allow for the develop
ment. of people".

paraphrased



value added to it at a given point in time. 
Therefore, according to the definition, only material 
currently being worked on, or modified, in a value 
adding fashion, is acceptable inventory.

raw materials and bought out components, through work 
in process and onto finished goods awaiting sale or 
delivery to customer - is the sum total of the 
material being worked on at an instant in time.

the operations (in a particular flow) is x hours, then

''-uceess" factor against ideal achievement could 
perhaps be referred to as the sum of operations at 
standard time divided by total throughput time.

Paragraph 5.3. in Chapter 
that examplei total JIT inv
traditional i-v.ntary of 75

>uld clarify this. 
I (or ideal invent
l.tno units, against 
wits equivalent.



sum of operations at standard tine =_6 = 0.22
totel throughput time 27

an alternatiTe definition of tliis euocese factor could 
bB..
theoretical minimum lead time 
actual lead time

Unfortunately, real life is not so simple, end in an
operation such as the mini motor production line,
where standard times per motor type can vary
considerably, the above definition of success vould be 
impractical to measure.

However, like the JIT concept in totality, simplicity 
is the order of the day, and the writer believes that 
the following approach to the defining of success, is 
for all 'practical purposes sufficient. /

Figure 12.3 (In Chapter 12) gives the process
procedure for a single phase mini motor. If it is
assumed that all machine operations are of tt similar 
time duration, and that at any given time all machines 
are occupied with adding value, a theoretical minimum 
amount of work in process can be 1 calculated. Of 
course, not all operations have similar process times, 
and suitable modifications can be made to arrive at a



However, some 5 people a 
final motor assembly, and t 
impregnation plant is some

aaloulations.

Table 14.S in 14.0 shows that the five week average 
throughput rate of motors was 4?3 (at 20 duly, 1985),
thereafter it can be estimated that the number of
stators in the impregnation plant is equivalent to 4 
hours worth. In 45 hours of throughput, 
viz 4/45 x 493 « 44 stators
thus the number of stators

extra for final assembly «• 5

Perhaps the above treatment of the so-oailed success 
factor is somewhat pseudo-scientific. Whet can be 
safely assumed however, is that work in progress 
should be able to be reduced to not greater than 1 
days work, against the current 4.1/2 days worth. In 
other words, the overall ideal lead time is 1 day, 
against the present 4,5 days, compared with previous 
lead time of 31,5 days (at July 20th 1964).

.... .

Actual work in process for week ending 26 July was 
444, therefore it can be said that the success factor 
achievê  so far is 77/444 - 0,17. Still very far from 
the ideal of unity. An estimated ideal work in 
process figure of 77 stators, at a throughput rate of 
493 stators per week is equivalent to 0,76 days worth 
of inventory.

What tills of course means is that although work in 
progress has been reduced by a factor of 7 times, it 
still needs to be reduced by a further 4,5 times.



Zero Defects

Zero detects means exactly that, zero defects. 
However, this Is an ideal situation, and how far Is 
the mini motor product line from this?

$o Be more pragmatic, one could say that in order to 
be close to the dream of zero defects, reject rates 
need to be measured in terms of parts per million 
defects, rather than parts per hundred, as is 
currently done. What really does this mean?
Currently, final test rejects are running at 4%. This 
mean 4 rejects per hundred good. If this measurement 
were carried out in terms of parts per million, then 
e— rrent defective rate would be 40 00n parts per
million. Of course, final test defective rates have 
been reduced from 347 000 motors per million to 40 000 
motors per million, but the current reject rates are 
still ridiculous measured in this way. Gnverified 
information from scropean and Japanese' manufacturers 
indicate that reject rates of lens then 0,1% are 
achievable in electric motor manufacturing operations.
If this is so, then these rates are equivalent to one 
thousand motors rejected per million. So .whichever way 
it is perceived, reject rate reduction has still got a 
long way to go.
15.5 People Development

In. order to discuss the development of people, we need 
perhaps to establish what developmental needs means in 
the south African Industrial situation:



Abraham Maslow {Reference 1.21 fleilnes the needs of 
people in a hierarchical fashion. From the most basic 
need to the most advanced. He Maintains that for the 
higher level needs to become important requirements 
for an individual the lower level needs need to have 
been substantially fulfilled. His hierarchy of needs 
is as follows.-
1. Physiological needs' these needs are the most 

basic, food, warmth, shelter and so on.
2. Safety needs : these are the security needs, the

need to maintain the fulfillment of the physio 
logical needs at a secure avel.

3. Belongingness needs; these are the needs of a 
person to belong to a group or society - a wife, 
a family, a tribe, a work unit etc.

4. Esteem needs: those are the needs to be valued,
respected, appreciated: to have self respect as 
well as the respect and recognition of others.

5. Self Actualisation: this is the need for self
fulfillment; the desire to be competent, skilled, 
famous and so on.

Maslow maintains that if a lower level need is not 
reasonably fulfilled then the higher level needs are 
less important requirements. 6 hungry cold man will 
have an all consuming passion to relieve his hunger, 
obtain shelter and so on. Once he obtains food and 
water and warmth he will probably set about securing a 
continuous or stable supply of the very basic needs. 
.’1 starving man could kill or harm his nearest and 
dearest in order to survive. Certainly he would not 
have too much compunction in doing so to neighbours or 
acquaintances. In due course, once Che dedicated need 
for security is fulfilled, the individual will develop 
a need for belongingness.
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population.

It is the author's view that the JII manufacturing 
philosophy can cater for the development and 
advancement of needs through Maslov's hierarchy up to 
whatever level an individual requires or is capable 
of. The author further believes it can actually cope 
with the ultimate desires of people to be either 
totally involved within group participation, well 
being and fulfillment, as well as for the people who 
wish to have self fulfillment on an individual basis.

due course growth and prosperity. This must reflect on 
the employees. The more secure a company is, the more

Generally speaking any reasonably managed organisation 
can assist in the fulfillment of some of the 
belongingness needs. However, JIT takes this a number 
of steps further. For JIT to work and work well, 
peoples activities are far better integrated and group 
orientated than the traditional manufacturing systems. 
For instance, traditionally, peoples jobs are broken
purchase materials, the inspectors job is to ensure 
that only acceptable components are permitted for 
further modification, the storemans job is to receive



achievs theirs.

Further

idividual piecework systems

these expectations. In other 
they have achieved, they also 
jues know, as well as their
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Despite the above, self actualisation can become a
ups, or other bottlenecks, designing ne« and more 
effective tools, and so on can all bo paths to self 
fulfillment, regardless of how low the level of actual 
self actualisation might be.
All of which brings us to people development in the 
mini motor JIT introduction.
Initially, the JIT concept was seen as a threat to 
many individuals in the section. The perceived threat 
being totally counter to the needs of individuals.
Intuitively individuals abhor change - change is 
danger. Any individual, regardless of where he fits 
into the needs hierarchy fears that he will be
dislodged from that level.
The following are examples of how this threat was 
perceived and how attempts were made to eliminate 
these threats, and alter them to become major 
opportunities.
Safety needs - change always brings insecurity. Our 
basic need is to ensure survival, and onoe that is
fulfilled, the maintenance of survival is required.
In South Africa, work is survival.' So work - no

virtually non existent, or at the beat, inadequate. 
So any change that affects security of employment will 
be severely resisted - particularly in times of high 
unemployment. Now unfortunately, South Africa is 
going through a major recession, of almost



Productivity improvements in a b 
demand environment is bound to prod 
and IE this surplus labour rems 
much of the productivity gains 
counter this, the following 
implemented.

payroll reduced with time, by natural attrition 
supervisors were compelled to upgrade and train 
lower level employees into higher level jobs. 
Previously it was easier to engage workers of the 
required skills, now the required skills had to 
be (.'van by the employer to the existing employees.

Belongingness needs - previously, the mini motor line 
was scattered throughout the factory. ' By giving a 
large degree of territorial integrity,,in bringing the 
mini motor operation together, belongingness needs are 
given a chance to develop, or be re-lnforced. 
Furthermore, by having equipment and work stations 
much closer together than the traditional method, 
workers ore in closer physical and psychological 
contact. For instance, if the assembly line is 
stopped due to lack of machined endshields, this fact

centre - they are in no doubt as to who caused the 
stoppage and will attempt to redress this situation as 
soon as possible.



Esteem needs - self respect and respect £rom others is 
very largely, in the faotori.es, dependent on the level 
of skills an individual has acquired and is permitted 
to utilise. Through the introduction of JIT, and the 
resultant concentration on manufacturing cells and 
work centres, operatives ere now expected to be able 
to carry out more than one task. Supervisors are 
expected to train where necessary (ge-inforced by 
current engagement polioy). This has resulted in the 
acquisition of greater skills, job satisfaction and, 
in some instances, wage increases (doe, at this time, 
to upgrading in the various job pay grades, as laid 
down in the Industrial Agreement).

employment permitted, people to fill the lower level 
jobs such as sweeper, cleaner and general labourer, 
are becoming increasingly scarce. This has resulted 
in the requirement that all employees, regardless of 
skill status, must assist in these jobs. All people 
are now required to clean their own work places and 
equipment. Previously artisans and most white
operatives in general, had labourers doing this for 
them. The net result of this is that housekeeping has 
improved considerably, and so' called menial jobs
upgraded in status. (
Self actualization - the trend in South African 
industry in the paat has been to break jobs down to 
the lowest possible skill and work content. This has 
resulted in people carrying out the most mind
bendingly boring jobs; very often in total isolation
to their colleagues. Often the rationale given is
that this is ell that most operatives are capable of. 
This is probably true - as a consequence of this 
employment practice!



Any human being, given what Is laughingly referred to 
as an education, no training, and then 20 years o£ 
doing the same job (which took about two minutes to 
learn) has certainly had his potential for development 
severely curtailed, JIT is assisting in redressing 
this situation. JIT ontors for all manner of self 
actu».lisation needs - the natural leader emerges; 
innovation is encouraged; problem solving ability
given the opportunity and time to manage (in all its
to widen their concept of what is considered good 
workshop practice; and many other examples are 
forthcoming.
The company has thus developed the franawork for 
people development to take place; and this has 
happened, albeit still to a very small degree. 
However, the South African condition of racial

of these barriers remains the single largest factor 
mitigating against real productivity progress in the 
firm. JIT will only be able to go so far, before the
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JIT can be considered to be a war on waste. South 
Africa is short of managers) little or no attempt ie 
made to involve all levels of employees in tbo 
management or problem solving process; the menage* 
will do It ail iiiaseli. What waste) Waste of the
manager's time and competence, waste of human
potential and development. JIT can only work totally 
satisfactorily If all are involved.
16.3 Lesson Two

jsst in time production exposes problems otherwise 
hidden by excess inventories and stall.

This lesson fcas certainly been brought home to this 
company. Problems of high defective work; inadequate 
tooling; under trained and underutilised operatives; 
low expectations! damage; bad forecasting; inferior 
machine maintenance; bad factory layouts; excessive 
handling; little flexibility; pseudo control, by
paperwork; high overhead .costs and so on; have all 
been exposed, by the systematic reduction of 
inventory. The bulk of this paper indicates some of 
the successes achieved.
16.4 lesson Three

Duality begins with production, and requires a company 
wide habit of improvement.
The traditional approach to quality maintenance and 
improvement in this company lias been by means of 
increasing inspection and testing. Too frequently, 
when a defective »bb found, it was too late to do 
anything about It other than reject it.



The actual fault was probably caused weeks or months 
previously and investigation invariably foundered due 
to this time lag. The obvious solution was therefore 
to ensure, at source, that work met specifications. 
This traditionally meant more inspectors. Quality was 
improved this way, but quality costs not. There has 
been an attempt to replace the inspection of work by 
so"'called "unbiased inspectors" and put it where it 
should be - vith the operative. He is responsible for 
his own work. Just as important, quality is expected 
from all people involved in the company; and JIT 
exposed the lack of quality . in some non production 
area, which in time affect the ability of production 
to produce quality goods. Instances here are - 
inadequate drawings, incorrect Bills of Material, sub 
standard forecasting, misunderstood customer 
specification, long lead times of pre-shop paperwork.

Culture is no obstacle, techniques can chang 
behaviour.
What really is the culture of the Japanese supposed t 
be in the industrial environment?

abhorrence of ‘caste
yearning for education and training
self improvement
homogeneous population
repression of self for the benefit of the group
lifetime employment
promotion by age, not .ability
respect for humans
industriousness
hard working



What is the South African cultural environment 
supposed to be?

- wasteful. In a land of plenty, everything 
is disposable

- iateilectual level of majority of workers is such " 
.that education and training is wasteful

- heterogeneous population
cult of the individual for scum, faceless masses 
for others

- job and social insecurity
- promotion by race, not ability
- no respect for humans
- idleness

In effect, most of the so called South African
cultural norms are nonsense. Perhaps the only 
significant cultural difference (if indeed it is 
cultural) is expectation.
People will respond to expectation, and if given the 
opportunity to rise to that expectation, will 
invariably do so.

If the expectation is that 10% reject rates are 
acceptable, ana that training ana motivation of people 
to achieve batter than that is a waste of time and
money, then reject rates will be high. If an
operative is severely disciplined for bad quality 
workmanship, for which he has been inadequately 
trained, and only has a vague appreciation of, he will 
not be able to improve his workmanship, but will
certainly improve his capability for hiding the error, 
in tie hope he will hot be discovered.



If an operative takes the view that his security of 
employment is enhanced by stretching out hi» job to 
fill the time "available", Instead of being motivated 
to reduce the time expended, (In the understanding- 
that this is where real security lies) then
expectation of the Company, and expectation of the 
worker differs markedly 1
16.6 Lesson 5

Simplify and goods will flow like water.
Certainly it is being shown that simplification makes 
management and supervisory tasks easier. The
reduction of artificial complexities in the
manufacturing process has improved control and
increased flexibility. Output increased at a
reasonable rate until market forces inhibited this 
growth of output and actually caused a cut back.

Regarding flowing like water - well previously the 
manufacturing operation could have been likened to a 
large stagnant cesspit of bottomless depths and evil 
obstacles. Now - well maybe' a reasonably flowing 
stream, interrupted in places by email cataracts and 
the odd stagnant pool.

Flexibility opens doors.
There is no doubt that this lesson is fact and the 
improvement in flexibility in the product line has 
improved opportunity. Two examples of this are as 
follows!
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Simplicity

basis of JIT, that simple smtlysl 
dynamic problem solving aan be suce 
be taken further. In order t<
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The chapter concludes further that quality and 
productivity are significantly one and tiie same thing.

inventory holfling.
Chapter 6 discusses thi costs of quality, and arrives 
at 'the conclusion that the typical South African 
manufacturers quality costs could be 2 - 3 times what 
it is thought to be.

Chapter 7 discusses competitive manufacturing 
strategy, and showa a hypothetical comparative model 
of costs between a typical South African manufacturer 
and an Importer. The chapter then discusses, in more 
detail, the various cost components, and concludes 
that a South African manufacturer should have 
sufficient ‘ local advantages to offset Import 
competition, particularly if a whole hearted adoption 
of the JIT philosophy is undertaken.
Chapter 8 and 9 briefly describes the Small Machines 
Company, particularly its product range, and an 
attempt is Made to establish the initial criteria for 
JIT implementation.
Chapter 10 analyses the inventory within the company; 
and the decision to concentrate on Work in Progress 
reduction (in the first instance), as well as quality 
improvement, is motivated. The chapter concludes with 
the further decision to use the mini-motor product 
unit as the pilot project.
Chapter 11 analyses the various aspects ot the 
mini-motor product unit; particularly systems, factory 
layout, supervision, labour and quality performance.
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